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TO
THE HONORABLE A R T H U R  H U N TER  PALMER,
PIJEMIEE OF QUEENSLAND,
T h i s  little work is, by pcrinissiou, respectfully dedicated, as the 
testimony of the Author that the Government of Queensland 
recognise, and are willing to foster Agriculture, as one of the prin­
cipal sources of wealth to the Colony ; and that, by their sanction 
to the issue, from the Government Press, of this Handbook to the 
prosecution of a new and important industry connected with the 
tilling of the soil, they include technological teaching in the boon 
of free education enjoyed by the Queensland colonist.
L. A. 13.
m
P R E F A C E .
T he following letters will explain the origin of the unpretending 
work which 1 now venture to offer to the Agricultural Colonists of 
Queensland:—
Acclimatisation Society of Queensland,
Brisbane, 1st March, 1872.
Sin,
The attention of the Acclimatisation Society having been 
directed to the Olive as a production suited to the climate of Queens­
land, and calculated to vary the products of, and to create a new source 
ot wealth to, the Colony, it has been determined to introduce during the 
ensuing autumn, from reliable sources, a sufficient supply of plants to 
phice within reach of settlers willing to test the capabilities of the 
tree, specimens of those kinds which experience has taught to be 
productive of the best fruit for oilmaking, as well as of the most 
copious crops.
The arrangements for carrying out this object are all m ade; 
and in another month or two the plants will be at the disposal of those 
who are willing to follow the example, which the society will itself set, 
of making small plantations, by way of initiating a new and im2)ortant 
industry.
Simultaneously, however, with this action, it appears to be 
necessary that the colonists should have placed within their reach a 
Handbook containing information as to the planting and cultivation of 
a tree almost new to the Colony, and which, in Olive oil producing 
countries, receives exceptional treatment, unlike that of any of the 
fruit-bearing trees Jiow in cultivation among us. In view of this 
necessity, I  have, for some time past, been engaged in getting together^ 
from various sources, all printed matter ])ublished, under the authority 
of names of more or less weight, in the hope of finding something, the 
reprint of which might satisfy tlie want referred to.
I find, however, without venturing to question the dicta of these 
writers, defects of various kinds in their method of putting together 
the useful information they afford, which lessens the practical  utility of 
their pamphlets. I t  is also apparent that in some cases important 
points have been overlooked altogether ; while in others a mass of 
statistical information, of little use to the farmer seeking a cultural 
and descriptive guide, weakens their value for that purpose.
I have conceived the intention of endeavoring myself to 
disentangle the more immediately useful and practical information 
afforded by these and older authorities, and of offering it in pamphlet 
form to the agriculturists of Queensland. By simplification of arrange­
ment, aided by an index, I hope to place before tne beginner in a new
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industry, that guide, especially to the earlier operations, the want of 
which, in a comprehensive and plain form, so often retards in new 
communities the establishment of industries suited to the climate, and 
adapted to the means and appliances of the settlers. I  now do my sell 
the honor to inquire whetiier the Government will be willing (pre­
suming that they recognise my fitness for the task) to lend their 
countenance and aid to the proposal, by having the manuscript printed 
at, and issued from, the Government Press ? Such assistance by a 
Colonial Government towards the establishment of a new industry is 
not without precedent; and I may be permitted to urge that I cannot 
conceive a more useful way in which to apply the Government Press, 
than in the promulgation of practical guides to the colonists in new 
occupations, calculated to increase their individual prosperity, and thus 
aid in the more rapid settlement, and enhance the material wealth of 
the Colony.
I have the honor to be.
Sir,
Your obedient Servant,
L E W IS  A. B E R N A Y S, E.L.S.,
Vice-President.
The lion . A. II. Palmer, Esquire, M .L.A., Colonial Secretary.
Colonial Secretary’s Office,
Brisbane, 22nd April, 1872.
SiB,
W ith reference to your letter of 1st March last, relative to 
the introduction of the Olive tree into Queensland, for the purposes of 
commerce, in which you point out the necessity of placing within 
reach of persons interested in its cultivation, a Handbook containing 
information on the planting and treatment of that tree, and intimating 
that you are at present engaged in the preparation of a pamphlet on 
the subject, especially intended as a guide to the Queensland agricul­
turist, 1 am directed to inform you that the Colonial Secretary will be 
happy to advance the object you have in view, calculated to encourage 
and promote the formation of a new industry likely to be valuable to 
the Colony, by authorising the printing and ])ublication of your 
proposed pampniet at the Government Printing Office.'
I  have the honor to be.
Sir,
Your most obedient Servant,
H. II. M A SSIE,
Under Secretary.
L. A. Bcrnays, Esquire, E.L.S., Brisbane.
Had I not felt convinced that without some guide placed withiil 
their reach, the farmei’s of the Colony would be unwilling even to make 
the attempt to establish the impoi'tant industry which I  am endeavoring
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to launch; or, upon looking round me, could I have found anyone else 
who, having the necessary acquaintance with the subject, would be 
likely to devote the time to such a task, I should not have presumed to 
take the lead in an atteiApt which the Council of the Society were 
unanimously of opinion should be made.
I wish it to be understood by the Queensland Public that I do 
not come before them as an A uthor; but as a fellow-colonist deeply 
interested in the development of the unrivalled resources of our soil, 
and willing to devote an experience of some years’ growth to the 
attempt to encourage the establishment of an industry which would 
utilise many an acre hitherto regarded as useless for cultivati on, and 
which, if once established, would prove a source of gi'cat wealth to 
a country to which I  owe a debt of gratitude.
My readers will not hiil to recognise gratefully the countenance 
and aid rendered by the Queensland Groverument in this important 
project.
LE W IS A. BER NA Y S.
Brisbane, September, 1872.
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THE OLIVE AND ITS PRODUCTS.
CHAPTER I.
DESCRIPTION AND HABITAT, AND INTRO­
DUCTORY.
O lea  EuROPiEA*, The Common Olive, helongiiig to the 
natui'al order of Oleacece, is, in its wild state, little more 
than a shrub, thorny and unattractive in appearance; 
but, by cultivation, has become a tree varying according 
to species, at m aturity,. from twenty to forty feet in 
height, and though sober of aspect, and of peculiar tint, 
is by no means destitute of beauty. The tree is an 
evergreen with leaves somewhat leathery in appearance, 
the upper surface being of a subdued rich green color 
peculiar to the Olive, which has given its name to the 
t in t ; the under side lieing minutely scaly and of a 
whitish-grey. This is said to be observed in a remark­
able manner when the lightest lireeze is passing through 
the valleys of olive-gardens, the eifcct being by one 
author prettily likened to a silver eloud gliding across 
the landscape. A somewhat similar effect, upon a smaller 
scale, may be witnessed with the beautiful Silver Poplar ; 
but in a more intensified degree, owing to the dazzling 
whiteness of the under side of the leaf of that tree. 
The leaves are opposite, and, in shape, either oblong or 
lanceolate, and entire. The small white flowers are in 
axillary bunches, or in thyrsi at the ends of the twigs, 
drooping when at maturity. The fruit {see Illustration
* From the Greek, EXota, olive,
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A) is a drupe, with a unilocular stone; the pericarp, 
shell, and kernel each containing, hut in different pro­
portions, a fixed oil, the existence of which constitutes 
the "I’cat commercial value of the tree. To the same 
natural order belong the Lilac, the Ash, and the 
Privet. The Olive is hy some sujiposed to have been 
originally a native of Greece, hy others of Syria, & c.; 
but the species is found widely distributed in nearly all 
the temperate parts of the globe. I t  will mature its 
fruit neither in vcrv cold nor verv hot climates, althou<?ht/ *> O
the tree is to he found in both. But, though extremes 
of temperature are adverse to fruitfuhiess, the greatest 
enemy to the Olive-tree is frost; hut even this does not 
inflict material injury unless following immediately 
upon wet weather. Tlic degree of injury from this 
cause varies, hein<? infiuenceil to some extent hv theO t/
age of the tree. Sometimes all the tree above ground 
is killed, sometimes only branches here and there ; but 
tlie older the trees, the hotter jjblo they appear to be to 
resist the action of cold. The roots, however, are rarely 
if ever injured by this cause; and the damage can 
therefore he more quickly repaired, hy training a new 
stem from the old root, than if the tree had to he 
entirely replaced.
In  hot climates the effect of heat mav ho mitiqated, 
and greater fruitfulness attained, by planting on slopes 
facing the morning sun, so that the extreme heat of the 
day may he either entirely shaded from the trees or it may 
fall n ith softened severity. On the other side of the 
world the Olive is successfully cultivated, in all parts of 
Spain and Portugal, which arc not too elevated. I t  
extends over Prance, south of the mountains of the 
Ccvennes; over Italy, south of tlie Apennines ; and 
Turkey, south of the Ilaemus. I t  is grown on the 
northern coast of Africa (in Morocco, Algeria, and 
Egyjjt), in Ilong Kong, and almost throughout the 
Eeinihlic of Chili. The Olive is the great staple of 
Corfu; and its cultivation is raj)idly increasing in the 
Southern States-of America, where it is stated that a
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fair crop of oil is obtained from trees four years from 
the nm'sery, and a full crop from trees eight years 
planted.
Ancient writers upon the Olive state that tlic tree 
will not thrive remote from the influence of the sea air ; 
and this opinion has heen handed down from generation 
to generation, and is entertained, even at tlie present day, 
hy men whose authority upon the general subject cannot 
he lightly regarded. The fact, however, that the Olive 
forms a staple product throughout Spain, even in those 
parts which are so remote from the coast as to he quite 
beyond the influence of the sea air, seems to set the 
matter at rest. The idea is probably traditional, and 
takes its origin in the fact that in the early history of 
the Olive, the countries where it was grown were’chicily 
maritime. I t  is still not inconsistent to suppose that sea 
air is hencflcial to the tree; and the practice which obtains 
among some of the Portuguese oil-growers of using sea 
sand in making their plantations, may he well v orth 
our attention in considering the suitableness of the Olive 
for some parts of Queensland. Baron Perdinand von 
Mueller tells us that “ the Olive is a hardy plant, and 
“ hardly subject to any diseases which might render the 
“ yield p re c a r io u s w h ile  it possesses this great advan­
tage, that it will not perish from neglect—at best, it 
does not requue much labor or care; and, unlike the 
vine, the mulberry, and other trees, if long neglected, 
■will revive again as soon as the ground about it is again 
stirred and it receives attention, and will respond to the 
care bestowed upon it by yielding as before. I t  will be 
found presently, when we come to deal with tlie subject 
of soils, that by means of the Olive much land can be 
utilised which has been hitherto regarded as compara­
tively valueless; and when we bear in mind the longevity 
of the tree, its great productiveness, the manifold uses 
for food, and in various industries to which its products 
can be put, it is as undoubtedly the interest of the 
colonists of Queensland to test, as it is the duty of the 
Institution of which, as I  write, I  am the representative,
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to point out its importance and usefulness. I t  is possible 
that Brisbane mav be found to be nearly the northern 
limit of Queensland for the production of the Olive, 
as it has been found to bo the southernmost, or very* tf
nearly so, for the successful eultivation of the Mango, 
the Jaea, the Alligator Pear, and other trees. Under 
the auspices of colonists like Bidwell, Sir Robert 
Mackenzie, and others, and of the Government Gardens, 
many vegetal)le products of other climes have been 
found to succeed in different parts of Queensland; while 
of late years tlie well-directed and carefully organised&  ^ «. o
operations of the Acclimatisation Society have introduced 
into, and distributed throughout the colony, all tlie trees 
above mentioned, and many other plants of more or less 
utility, which are now common in our gardens. I  need 
hardly dwell upon the vastly greater importance to us, 
than the introduction of mere fruits and vegetables, of 
establishing in our midst such a source of wealth as the 
Olive. We know that it thrives in Egypt, a country 
still hotter and drier than Queensland; and the follow­
ing letter from an intelligent farmer near Brisbane will 
place beyond doubt the fact that there is nothing in the 
climate inimical to success with this valuable tre e :—
Buliinba, 2Sth May, 1872.
B ear  S i r ,— In reply to your note of 18 M ay— In  1857 my land was 
trenched two feet deep, and, on the lOtli June, 1858, I  planted eight 
olive trees, all I could get from Shepherd and Co., of Darling Nursery, 
Sydney, at that time. Six were Spanish two-year-old worked trees; and 
my trees are planted forty feet apart, and I  have always used the land 
between as flower beds, and for a few ])ineapples this season. The trees 
have shed all their olives off the lower branches, only maturing on the 
top branches. Mr. H ill thinks it was owing to the early ra ins; I  think 
I  am too much exposed to the W est for olives.
Tours truly,
W . O A IE N C E O SS,
A ge o f olive trees, fourteen years.
Two-vears-old worked trees, Spanish.
H eigiit o f trees, twenty-five feet.
Single stem, six feet to branches.
Diameter, ten inches. ’ • *
Soil— Dark-red sand, and stones.
Sub-soil— Eed clay and rotten slate.
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I have gathered fruit these eight years.
Fruit appears in September, October, and November, according 
to the season we may have.
I  have had fruit ripen from February to June.
The trees have been well cultivated.'
I  have made no oil.
I have pickled a good many.
I  have given away nearly the whole produce for the same purpose.
W . C.
In  South Australia, the production of Olive oil has 
become a permanent industry ; a fact going- far to 
corroborate the opinion of Simmonds, Avho, writing in 
1854, says, “ Wherever it lias been tried on the sea-coast 
“ of Australia, the success has been most complete. Uu- 
“ fortunately no one has attempted to cultivate the plant 
“ on a large scale : hut in a few vears Australia ought to 
“ sujiply herself with Olh e oil.” The Olive possesses one 
great qualification over almost every other knoAvn tre e ; 
that is, its permanency—once planted under suitable 
circumstanees, and it is planted i^racticaUy fo r  ever. Tt 
attains an almost incredible age, and lias been extensiA cly 
cultivated for an unknown length of tim e.' Many 
illustrations of these facts, and mueli that is interest­
ing in the history and mythology of the tree could be 
afforded; but as I  am writing a handbook, I  must con­
fine myself as much as possible to the purely ]u-aetical.
“ If you Avant to leave a lasting inheritance to your 
“ children’s children, plant an Olive,” is a common say­
ing in Italy ; and an Italian authority describes an Olive 
plantation as “ a mine on the surface of the earth.” In 
Olive countries, the tree forms almost the entire support 
of the population—the present generation living Avith 
little trouble upon the fruits of the industry and intelli­
gence of their ancestors. Por the same reason that I 
assigned for omitting other interesting matter, I pur­
posely avoid a vast amount of Statistical and other infor­
mation about oil countries, from Avhich, in the course 
of my researches, I myself derived much instruction 
To the experimental grower of the Olive, this information 
is not necessary; Avhile to those Avho care for it, it is 
available without much trouble. To shcAV hoAv com-
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plotely in oil countries the population becomes absorbed 
in this one industry, I quote the following experience 
of a traveller. l ie  says, “ I  have stood on the terrace of 
“ an old baronial castle, at the town of Parobita, and 
“ seen the Olive groves spread around me on every side 
“ for many miles, like a dull sea of leaves. As the 
“ whole wealth of the country consists in Olives and oil, 
“ and as all bands are employed or interested therein, it
is amusingly curious to observe u bat frequent allusions 
“ are made to it in popular parlance. A man who is in 
“ a "av humor is said to be meiTV as if be bad a good 
“ year (of Olives); and so with the reverse, when be is 
“ in a bad humor. An improvident person who dies, and 
“ leaves bis family badly provided for, is said to have 
“ left a fortune of Olive trees past bearing; or that be 
“ has consumed all the good years, and bequeathed the 
“ bad ones.” One of the chief features of the Olive as 
a staple product, is the increasing and enduring character 
of the yield. W ith the commonest care and intelbgcnce, 
the returns are sure and progressive. Nor need the 
farmer be deterred by the not unnatural dread of plunging 
into a new industry, the fruits of which cannot (like the 
favorite corn and bay crops) become available for turn- 
in" into cash in a few months. Let those who do notO
care to expend what is necessary for the establishment 
of a plantation, plant Olive trees on the boundaries of 
their cultivation paddocks, just inside the fences. Ey 
this means, they oceupy no ground available for more 
immediately profitable crops ; and, while putting in a few 
score of trees in this way, farmers may try the experiment 
without risk of loss. W hen they discover that they are 
able to manufacture oil enough for the many uses to 
which it can bo put on a farm, for family consumption, 
and as a lid)ricator, they Avill rc(pdre no persuasion to 
plant on a large scale; and will regret the balf-bearted- 
ness which prevented their doing the same thing years 
before.
As in the case of sugar, it is by no means necessary 
that each grower should possess bis own crushing mill 
and press. The Olive can be grown and sold for crushing,
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or be crushed on shares. Unlike sugar-eane, the erop is 
eomjiact and portab le; and with eommon preca\itions, 
can be kept without deterioration tor a considerahle time 
alter gathering—the great advantage oi’ this last-men­
tioned (pialiiieation being, that the farmer, after harvest­
ing his erop, coidd eart it to the mill and convert it into 
money or money’s worth at his leisure.
Sir W illiam M aearthur, in advocating the eultivatiou 
of the Olive for New South Wales, says—“ I f  our agri- 
“ culturists generally, our smaller farmers even, did hut 
“ know what a comfort it is to have in a family a good 
“ su])ply of line Olive oil—how palatable and nourishing 
it is—how it ought, and in many countries does, supply 
“ the ])lace of fat, lard, and butter, in cookery—how 
“ much more wholesome it is, and withal liow simple 
“ and inex])ensive is the cidtivation of the tree, and the 
“ preparation of suHicient oil for home use—it would 
“ soon become plentiful in the farm-house, instead of 
“ being looked u])on w ith at l)cst but a momentary 
“ curiosity.”
The popular belief that the Olive is a slow growing 
tree, and that it takes many years to eonie into bearing, 
must be considerably modified by facts deducible from 
the experience of modern growers. By careful selection 
of variety to suit climatic and other considerations, and 
Avith intelligent culti\'ation, the 01i\'e has proved itself 
to begin to be productive as early as the orange, although 
it takes a fcAv more years than the orange before reaching 
the limit of productiA cness. There need he no discour­
agement to the groAver from the sloAvness with Avhieh 
his OHa'c trees arriA C at maturity, unless he ])lants indis­
criminately as to variety, and does not ))ay reasonable 
attention to aspect, character of soil, and other conside­
rations, Avhich Avould be alloAved to have their full effect 
in the planting of bananas, peaches,' and other fruits of 
ephemeral value.
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CHAPTER IT
VARIETIES.
As far back as P liny’s time it was held that different soils 
suited different varieties of the Olive, and this opinion 
has heen more or less entertained to the present day. 
In  selecting varieties for planting, we may concede to 
climate an influence certainly not less important. A 
mere list of varieties would he neither interesting nor 
useful, especially as, like many other trees with numerous 
varieties, there is some confusion of nomenclature.
After a careful comparison of the lists given hy 
different authorities to whom I have referred, 1 helieve 
that the end in view will he hest served hy quoting 
the selection made hy Mr. Daven])ort, for the purpose 
of his paper road before the Chamber of Manufactures 
at Adelaide in J idy, 1870 :—
“ Of the departments of Var and the Alpes-Mari- 
“ times, the neighborhoods of Grasse and Cannes give 
“ preference to a variety, variously called the ‘ Caillet,’ 
“ ‘ Cay oil,’ ‘ Olivier de Grasse,’ ' Olivier Plcureur,’ from 
“ the gracefully weeping aspect of the tree. This grows 
“ hest in strong soils. I t  needs air and sun to fructify 
“ its flowers. To secure all the oil, its fruit should not 
“ he gathered until quite black.
“ 2. The ‘ Rlanquette.’ This grows best in dry 
“ grounds. Its  fruit is round, little colored when ripe. 
“ i ts  leaves are shorter and less drooping than those of 
“ the Caillet. Its  oil is sweeter, whiter, and more deli- 
“ ca te ; hut keeps badly. I t  is chiefly grown about 
“ Antibes, under the name of Blanquetier.
“ 3. The ‘ Ilouhcirou ’ variety grows tall, and has 
“ few branches. Its  leaves are rounded. Its fruit is 
“ oval and small, and yielding little oil, hut of a charac- 
“ ter superior to any other.
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“ 4. The ‘ Plant d’Entreeasteaux’ is of rapid growth, 
“ cares little for the nature of the soil, hut prefers stony 
“ ground. I t requires little manure. I t  ripens its fruit 
“ early, yielding large quantities ; hut, dreading the eold, 
“ must he planted in sheltered situations, and should he 
“ frequently pruned.
“ 5. The ‘ Cur n e t ' gives an abundance of excellent 
“ oil, and suececds in all exposures.
“ 0. The ‘ Caillet-roux ’ yields mueh excellent oil,
« S ^
“ and succeeds in low bottoms.
“ 7. The ‘ Eedounaou ’ stands the cold, gives ordi- 
“ nary oil, hut is much esteemed for the eonserve of its 
“ olives.
“ 8. The ‘ Arahon,’ very productive of good oil. 
“ Among other choice varieties of the Var are the 
“ ‘ Picholine,’ for conserves; and the ‘ Salonen,’ the 
“ ‘ Blanquet,’ the ‘ Verdale,’ and the ‘ Bouquettier,’ for 
“ oil.”
In  addition to these, the same gentleman, else­
where, quoting an eminent Ereneh authority, names the 
“ Colliasse,” “ Pointire,” “ llougette,” “ Clermontais,” 
“ Grosse Cornialle,” as among the most produetive 
kinds. The Verdale, Colliasse, Clermontais, and Gros 
Cornialle, appear to possess the additional advantage 
that they never grow large, and thus their fruit is easily 
gathered. They may he planted sixteen feet apart, 
instead of the traditional forty fee t; an immense advan­
tage, as thus each acre of land may grow many more 
trees. The Verdale is sjiecially recommended, as hearing 
fruit in the third year.
The fact, that there is a great difference in the 
])criod at which different varieties of the Olive come into 
hearing, is beyond doid)t. This appears to have been 
clearly ])rovecl in South A ustralia; where, among some 
valuable seedlings raised, some have proved much earlier 
hearers than others.
I  think that in our early operations we shall do well to 
plant those kinds which have been proved by the nearest
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of our neisrlibors* who have arrowu the Olive to he earlvO O €/
and ahundant hearers. After that, we may with great 
advantage avail of the experiences of South A ustralia ; 
although we may, perhaps, sooner or later select some 
other kinds as better adapted for our warmer clim ate: 
and this, if there is anything in the tlieory of the 
acclimatisation of plants, will probably he a locally 
raised secdliim from locallv m’OAvn fruit.o  & o
* Camden Park, the estate of Sir W in. ^laearthur, in tlie county of Cumber­
land, N. S. W ales, is the nearest locality to Brisbane where the Olive has been grown 
to an extent sufficient for the manufacture o f oil, and for testing different varieties of 
the tree.
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CHAPTER III.
SOIL.
As the Olive will thrive, and he most prolific in dry, 
calcareous, schistous, sandy, or rocky situations, it is 
obvious that, hy its means, much land at present regarded 
as valueless lor agriculture, and comparatively so lor 
horticulture, may he utilised, under proper conditions of 
climate, for the production of a staple of commerce, 
certain in its annual return, and for which there is an 
unfailing market. Let the free selector of Queensland, 
who, hy an (‘rror of judgment or want of exjierience, 
finds himself possessed of land of this character, take 
comfort. Not only can he get a certain return for his 
labor; hut he is actually better off than his neighbor, 
who, desirous of entering upon this industry, has nothing 
but rich alluvial bottom lands for his plantation. The 
Olive will undoubtedly flourish, even to luxuriance, in 
such lands ; hut the man whoso possession has hitherto 
been regarded as poor, and who has begun to get 
accustomed to he pitied hy his neighbors for having 
made such an unfortunate selection, finds himself now 
in command of the position. His Olive trees will hear 
sooner and he more prolific than those grown in the rich 
so il; and shonld he have the additional good fortiuu' 
to have some limestone ridges, hy all means let him 
select these for his p lantation; and thus, in addition to 
his other advantages he will he able to ])roduce a finer 
oil.
In  thus comparing the suitability of various soils 
for the Olive, I must not he su])posed to advocate 
absolute poverty as a desirable (pialification. There are 
few examples of jilant life for which a certain degree of 
fertility is not necessary ; and in the case of the Olive, 
if the soil is too poor it must he enriched artificially.
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W ith this, however, I shall deal elsewhere. In  South 
Australia “ she-oak ” soil it is thought would be good 
for Olives, hut I am unable to say if tliis has been tested. 
I t  is, however, found that any good vine soil is also 
good Olive soil.
In  recommendiug dry soils, I have of course implied 
that they must be well drained. I f  nature has not 
already done this, no %)ains must be spared to secure the 
result by artilicial means The Olive will not thrive in 
ill-drained situations; and nothing l)ut disappointment 
can result from carelessness of this condition. Nor does 
it like clays, even if drained. Tor successful cultivation, 
the soil must be loose and permeable; and, as a general 
rule, the deeper the better.
Although excess of moisture is one of the enemies 
of the Olive tree, it must not be supposed that 
dryness of the soil in immediate contact with the roots 
is desirable. A certain amount of moisture is very 
necessary to maintain the health of the tree and for the 
formation and maturing of the f ru it; and this affords 
the principal reason why deep cultivation is desirable 
when it can be obtained. Wiiere, however, this is 
im])ractieable, mulching the surface of the soil, and 
occasional waterings (especially during the first two or 
three years) in very dry weather should be resorted to.
The sunny slo])es of hills are stated by authorities 
on the other side of the world to b(‘ best suited to tbe 
natural habit of tbe tree; but, for tiie reason Avhich 1 
hav(‘ before given, in Queensland it is the morning rays 
which should be courted and not the fiercer ones of 
noon. Such situations would ])ossess the additional 
adA antage of protection from the westerly Avinds of 
Avinter, Avhich, though not too cold, are sometimes very 
boisterous.
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CHAPTER IV.
PROPAGATION.
The great facility with which the Olive tree can 
])ropagatc(l is not the least of its good qualilieations. In 
fact you may choose, among almost every coneeivahle 
method hy which plants are increased, the way that 
lakes your fancy or suits your requirements best. This 
phase of the subject is well illustrated hy the origin 
attributed to a ])lantation in Morocco, where the arrange­
ment of the trees was observed hy a traveller to he some­
what whimsical. I t  was said that these trees sprung 
from the pegs used hy a squadron of cavalry, accom- 
]>anying the Emperor on a journey, for picketing their 
iiorses ; and that, being left in the ground, they took root, 
and were afterwards utilised as a plantation. Whether 
this storv he true or not, there is no doubt that cuttings 
of the Olive root with the greatest freedom. I f intended 
for a nursery, and the soil is not naturally sandy, somet'  ^ t ^
sand may, with advantage, hp put along the spade cut 
as you stick your cuttings in. Eor this purpose they 
need not h(; more than fi-om eight.to twelve Indies long, 
should he neatly trimmed with a sharp knife, so as not 
to liniisc! the hark, and only one good hud left above 
ground. The cuttings may he either from the branches 
or roots. Root cuttings are best planted entirely under 
ground ; hut there is no special advantage in taking 
cuttings from the root, and the practice is not advised 
unless you are removing or thinning out your trees, or 
are at a loss for material from which to raise a large 
nursery stock of any particular variety. Of course a 
tree reproducing itself so readily from cuttings will grow 
from layers ; hut in ado])ting this method of increase, it 
must he rememhered that the form and general well- 
heing of the tree, branches of which are laid, are prc-
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judicially affected by the process until the layers are 
detached and the sap again allowed free and natural 
circulation.
Suckers, which often rise from the roots of old 
trees, if strong, and carefullv and neatly detached with ^ O ^  t c
a heel, make good trees, as they afford a well-formed 
stem to begin with.
Seedlings can be raised l)y tens of thousands in a 
light and well-drained so il; but, before being sown, 
require to be subjected to some preparatory process, 
which Avill decompose the oily j)ericarp, and allow tbo 
moisture to get to the kernel. This is done in various 
Avays. The seed may be steeped for tAvelve hours in hot 
Avater or veast, or immersed in an alkali Avhicb, bv com- 
bining Avitb the oil, converts it into soap Avbich is readily 
soluble in the moist earth.
Mr. Duncan giA cs the folloAA'ing description of the 
method of raising seedling plants, practised by M. de 
(lasquet, on his estates at Lorgues ;—
“ Take, in the month of March {Queensland, 
“ September), some A cry ripe OHa'Cs, produced by the 
“ finest and best Aaricties, deprive them of their 
“ pulp, and soak the stones for tAventy-four hours 
“ in a strong lye, Avhich Avill (dean them perfectly. 
“ This being clone, these stones arc soAvn ])retty closely 
“ in a sheltered place, in little furroAA S about lialf-a-foot 
“ apart, and about t A \  o or three inches deep. The ground 
“ should have been trenched beforehand to the depth 
“ of three feet, and strengthened Avith good manure. 
“ During the spring and summer it is necessary to 
“ Avatcr it carefully from time to time, and to pluck 
“ up all the Aveedsas soon as they make their appearance. 
“ The little Olive plants begin to sboot about the month 
“ of October {Queensland, April). It aa III then be proper 
“ to drive into the ground, betAveen the furroAvs, small 
“ green brancdies, in order to shelter the young Olive 
“ plants, Avhich continue to shoot during the rest of the 
“ autumn, and e\ e^n during nearly thcAvhole of thcAA inter, 
“ unless it be cold. I f frosts are expected, the young
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“ plants are covered with dry leaves, straw, or litter. As 
“ in this seed bed, the young' Olive plants, when they have 
“ succeeded, will have grown close upon one another ; 
“ the feeblest plants are plucked up during the second 
“ spring, or if it is wished to preserve them, they are 
“ taken out of the ground during the month of March, 
‘‘ (Queensland, September), and replanted elsewhere.”
The seeds used should be the finest fru it  from the 
tieatttiiest trees; and, being some months in germinating, 
should be sown as soon as ripe. The ol)ject of raising 
seedling plants is two-fold; the primary one being to 
obtain stocks on which to graft. A second one, and of 
great impoi'tance in a climate like that of Queensland, 
which is not so well assurcxl for the cultivation of the 
Olive as many other parts of the AVorld,is the chance which 
it atlbrds of obtaining new varieties suited to the climate. 
For this ])urpose it will be desirable to use seed, the 
produce of trees grown in the colony; and a piece of 
ground should be set a])art for the purpose of testing tlie 
seedlings, which (for similar reasons to those for which 1 
have recommended careful selection of seed), should be 
the strongest and healthiest ])lants in the nursery beds.
This experimental ground should l)e dee]dy worked, 
well drained, and generously treated.
Grafting* the Olive is much practised, and is among 
the most certain methods of securing strong trees of 
approved varieties. The “ Shield,” “ Cleft,” and 
“ Crown ” "-rafts are all used and variouslv recom-
Z j  t
mended ; but I am disposed to think that it is imma­
terial which method is adoj)ted if the scion and stock 
suit each other in ]>oint of age and size. Underground 
grafting in this climate is decidedly preferable, not more 
than two eyes of the scion being left above ground ; 
and the union will be better ensured by the ])oint of 
junction being carefully bound with a strip of calico 
which has l)een steeped in a mixture of mutton fat and 
beeswax, after which the earth should be heaped into a 
mound above the graft. The operation should be per-
*  See also Appendices I., II., and III.
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formed in Spring wlion the sap is rising, the scions 
being of two-vear-old wood.
O  t
Seedling stocks may he suecessfiiliy grafted at from 
two to six years o ld ; hut in using two-year-old wood 
for scions it is as well that the stock should he not 
much more than the same age, in order that there may 
he not more sap than is suflicient to otfect the junction, 
thus saving the trouble of keeping down suckers and 
surplus shoots. I t is well known, by those who have 
intelligently studied the practice of horticulture, th a t 
the stock is sometimes aifected l)y the scion; and it 
would ap])car that the ancients applied the knowledge 
of this fact by grafting, upon decayed or worn-out 
Olive trees, branches from a vigorous wild tree, thus 
infusing fresh vitality into the old stock. This process 
is described by Pliny as making a new tree “ bloom 
“ forth in youth from an old one ” ; and he states that 
this is done “ again and again as often as there is need, 
“ so that the same Olive ^plantations last for ages.” 
In  these mort' advanced days, however, the same el feet 
may he more naturally and easily produced by securing 
the tree from decay by high cultivation, jpriining, and 
perfect drainage. Prom the same authority, we learn 
that the ordinary processes of grafting and budding 
were practised on the Olive.
Tnincheons are very stout cuttings, varying in 
length from one foot to ten feet, and in diameter from 
one and a-half to six inches, according to the method 
ado))ted in planting them. Truncheons are planted in 
two Avays, each having its advocates. Under one method 
the ])ieces might with more propriety be called “ poles ” 
Avhen they reach the length of eight and ten feet. Put 
while the advocates of this method give the range of 
length from four u[) to ten feet, they have a corres%)ond- 
ing difference in the depth to Avhich they o])cn the holes to 
receive them, Avhich ranges from tAventy inches to four 
feet. I t  is j)rol)able, therefore, that Avhere the soil is 
deep and Avell drained, it is found preferable to ])lant 
deep ; and then in order to have sufficient height above
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o-round to form a good stem, you require a longer piece 
io start with. Keeping then the above considerations 
in mind, the process is as follows :—In early spring open 
the holes to such depth within the above limits as the 
nature of the soil admits. I  may hero say, that should 
the ground and the labor have been available, it would 
l)C  better that the holes should have lieen o])ened during 
the previous summer, and the soil left in the rough 
around each to mellow. Next plant the truncheon or 
pole upright, taking care to throw in a good layer of 
ehop])ed turves and leaves, decayed stable manure, or 
any fertilizing m atter which has thorougly ripened and 
is not too hot, and tilling u\ firm ly  with the soil which 
was taken out of the hole. Leave the ground round 
each plant slightly hollowed to facilitate watering, which, 
unless the ground is in a moist state, should he done at 
once, and repeated from time to time when the weather 
is dry. 'J'he object of enriching the bottom of the hole 
is twofold. I t  stimulates the truncheon to send out 
roots from the bottom end, and so ensures a well and 
(leeprooted tree ; while it also assists mechanically in 
retaining moisture where it is most needed.
The hrst object is sometimes endeavored to be 
ctfected by cutting near the bottom of the; truncheon 
Jour or Jive nicks about one-third of an inch deep, which 
arc tilled with grains of barley, a handful of which is 
also thrown in ; hut there is no magic about this method, 
while the recommendations above given are more simple 
and intelligible. In  transplanting rooted trees from the 
nursery, or to relieve too thickly planted rows, the same
precautions should l)e adopted.
When the wood left above ground is long, the soil is 
.sometimes heaped round it in the form of a cone, to 
mitigate the drying influence of the air before the ])hmt 
has rooted, a hole, which is kept open by a wisp of 
straw, being made on one side to facilitate watering in 
dry ueather.
The advantage of planting truncheons in the way 
described (in tlie" position which the tree is to occupy
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permanently), is that you thereby save a nhole year, 
and commence with a i^ood stem to form the trunk of 
the future tree ; hut I need hardly say that there must 
he no scampiu" of labor or slurring of the work, which 
to effect these objects with certainty must he thoroughly 
and intelligently done.
I come now to the second method of propagating 
by truncheons. In this case they are cut from one foot 
to three feet long, tlie sliort lengths being, I am disposed 
to think, preferable. They should be cut neatly, Avitli- 
out any bruises or ragged edges in Avliich moisture could 
lodge and do m ischief; and are bedchal horizontally 
four or tiA’e inches beneath the surface. Tlie soil for 
this pur])ose should be fine, and he ke%)t moderately 
moist. By this method also, tlie plants may he at once 
put where tliey arc permaueutly to remain; but, as 
sometimes two plants v ill come from the same trun­
cheon, and in order to secure exactly suitable soil lor 
starting the plants into growth, this system of propaga­
tion is better adapted for the nursery. The grower 
must not be impatient if the shoots are long in 
making their appearance, as much depends upon the 
season. In tivo years, hoAvcver, you Avill have trees four 
to six feet high, Avith stems from one to two inches in 
diameter, according to kind, Avhich are fit for ])lanting 
out, and from Avhich you Avill be able to take strong scions 
for grafting your seedling plants. These, of course, you 
liaA'cbeen groAving in the meauAvhile, if you want any 
considerable stock of trees for sale or for making a 
plantation for yourself. Keeping carefully in mind the 
heat of our climate and the dryness of our spring, I 
Avould reeommend this method of burying truncheons 
in preference to the other for beginners in this im])ort- 
ant industry. The other may Avitli advantage, and of 
course Avill, be tried ; and Avith some additional protec­
tion to the exposed stem from the drying influence of the 
air, may ansAver as Avell in Queensland as elscAA’heri;.
The distance at Avhich the trees should be apart Avill he 
dealt Avith elscAvhere, under the head of “ Cultivation.”
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Propagation by Z'oi'oli.—Tliis inetliocl of increasing 
good varieties of tlie Olive is both curious and interesting, 
'flic word is Italian, and means literallv, little eggs.”
* •  o  oThese are small knots or excrescences which form, often 
in some numhers, on the bark, especially of the npjier 
roots. They are easily detached with a sharp penknife; 
but care must be taken not to injure tbc tree. This 
should be at least ten years old, both hecause before that 
age it is not worth while examining for uovoli, and 
because the tree should be mature, deep-rooted, and 
strong before such liberties arc taken with its bark. 
When removed, they are planted like bulbs; and, by 
much the same process of nature as in the case of the 
propagation of the vine and the potato by eyes, in due 
course become young trees. These uovoli are, in fact, 
embryo buds, or ivhat are technically known as knaurs 
(see iUnstraiion B, ‘^ Knaurs or 'Embryo Buds'^J, the 
theory of which is that they have been adventitious 
buds, which, by pressure of the surrounding growth of 
bark, have been forced into woody excrescences.
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CHAPTER V
CULTIVATION.
Ix describing the methods adopted of propagating l)y 
trunelieous, I have of necessity somewhat antieipated the 
subject, in some of its phases, of this chapter. The im­
portance of thorougli drainage for the Olive has been 
already pointed out; and the intending cultivator, bearing 
this well in mind, will, of eourse, understand that tiie 
digging of holes is not to imply that the intervals are to he 
left without being broken up. AVhere a depth of four feet 
is used, it would he imijossible, without artitieial drainage, 
to prevent the Avct from hanging about the roots of the 
trees, unless the soil were naturally deep and very porous. 
I t  must he remembered that one of my objects in urging 
the cultivation of the Olive is, that thereby the slopes of 
our hills, the soil of which is unsuited for general cultiva­
tion, may he utilised. In these situations any consider­
able depHi of soil will not he found; and twenty-four 
inches will, as a rule, he the maximum depth attainable. 
I f  this he tlie ease, holes Avill have no advantage in point 
of economy over continuous trenching, say to the width 
of eight to ten feet; with the additional faeilities for 
drainage, afforded by the latter mode of preparing the 
ground, thrown into the balance. While such trenches 
Avill afford sufficient room for the health of the trees, 
these Avill still heneiit by the breaking up, at some sub­
sequent period, of the intervening sj)aees, either by tlie 
hoe or plougli.
Cultivation between the trees should he practised 
with caution. There is no mistake so great as to suppose 
that you are exercising economy by taking out crops 
from betAveen the trees, unless you are quite certain that 
the latter are not being robbed of light, air, or nutriment. 
When the trees are quite young and cover little space.
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a shallow rooting crop may with safety he taken off, 
provided that even then the seed is not allowed to fall 
within five feet each way of the trees. If  this be done 
for a year or two witli safety, it is as much as can he 
ventured ; after which, any cro]) raised, in place of being 
taken off, should he ploughed in, to restore what tlie pre­
vious crops have taken out of the soil. I t  is quite 
possi1)le, however, that the soil, in situations such as 
those whieh 1 advocate for the Olive, may not he sulli- 
ciently good to make it worth while to attempt a green 
crop. In that case, rather than wmle the space which 
is not wanted by the trees in their young state, the far­
mer might advantageously grow ])umpkins, in holes 
specially manured, and feed them to ])igs ; always remem­
bering that the worst of our gravel ridges, Avhen iirst 
broken up, will give at least one croj) of sweet potatoes. 
While, however, careful cultivation within certain limits 
between the trees juay be permitted, not only must any 
crop be kept well away from the trees, but the soil about 
them must be ])eriodically stirred as deeply as is com­
patible with safety to their roots, lllm lndions C and JD 
are introduced to exemplify labor-saving implements for 
keeping loose and clean the surface of the soil. {See 
Index lo Tlliistvdtions.)
Manuring with suitable fertilising substances, at 
intervals, forms an im])ortant element in the suceosslul 
cultivation of the Olive, especially in soils naturally 
poor. While the tree rejoices iii the mechanical loose­
ness of sandy, gravelly, and stony soils, and in freedom 
from .stagnant moisture, the Olive is not among the 
very small number of fruit-bearing trees Avhich are most
fruitful in st<'rile soil. Nutriment is necessary to its
€/
productiveness; and if not already in the soil, must be 
introduced artiiicially. But manure also acts mechanic­
ally in retaining moisture, and thus helping tlie tree to 
withstand drought, and effecting a saving of labor in 
watering; which, if the manure has been well dug in, 
may be done less frequently. The stronger kinds of 
manures are recommended for the Olive, such as pigeon
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and slicep d u n " ; but tlie best of all for sandy soils is 
ni"bt-soil. But raw, unripencd, hot manures of any 
kind are as bad for this tree as they are for most others. 
There is nothing to equal a good old compost heap; and 
where the materials are procurable, it will well repay 
the labor and first cost to make one. This is best 
effected by excavating a hole of sufficient dimensions, 
into which should be thrown sheep and fowl dung, stable 
manure, soot, ashes, refuse fat, scraps of leather, hoofs, 
urine, leaves and weeds, and other substances which will 
ferment and rot. The heap should be occasionally turned 
until thoroughly iiicoiq)orated; and when mature, u hich 
will i)i‘obably not be for twelve months, may with great 
advantage be applied to the trees, being well turned in 
under the surface. I  am told by a gentleman resident 
among us, that in the soutli of Trance, old rags of all 
kinds, including woollens, are largelv used for manurimr 
the Olive.
I have said elsewhere that the Olive likes limestone 
ridges; and, therefore, an addition of lime to the com­
post heai), or its separate application, will soon make its 
effects visible in the healthy appearance and more 
vigorous growth of the trees.
Having spoken of the value of a compost heap, I 
cannot leave the subject of manures, without remarking 
upon the prodigal waste of excellent material which is 
constantly going on upon our farms by burning the rub­
bish “ out of the way.” By this system, a vast amount 
of excellent fertilizing material is every year destroyed. 
There is no farm so small that it could not devote an 
odd corner or two for a rubbish-heap. To this should be 
carried the refuse matter of every description from the 
farm—everything, whether vegetable or animal, that 
will ferment and consolidate into manure. This will only 
involve the extra labor of cartage, which will be repaid 
a hundred-fold. I t  has been objected that, in this dry 
climate, such heaps would take a long time to ferment 
into a fit state for use. But what does this really 
matter ? By adopting this system it will be found that
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after the lapse of (say) the first twelve months, there 
will always he, under the outside surface of these heaps, 
a quantity of rich manure, and of a description excellent 
even for its merely mechanical uses.
Where the soil is absolutely poor, the trees should 
1)0 manured every year; hut, otherwise, every second 
year Avill he sufficient. Of course, if the orchard has 
been established in rich alluvial bottoms, or fat loam, 
and the trees have a tendency to o'eer-luxuriauce, 
manuring, I  need hardly say, is not only not wanted, 
hut would he wasteful, and inimical to productiveness.
In  applying manure, if it be in fit condition, it is 
most profitable to dig it in just before the rainy season; 
as, by doing this, the tree at once receives the full 
benefit of the dressing.
Ilulchiny, especially while young, will he found a*s 
useful an adjunct to the cultivation of the Olive, as it is 
with other trees in our hot dry climate. Its elfect is 
principally mechanical in retaining moisture, and in 
keeping tlie surface of the soil, about the roots of the 
tree, cool. Long manure—grass, straw, or any sucii 
substance—will answer the purpose ; but it is as well to 
select something w hich will gradually decay, and when 
dug in vrill act as a fertilizer. Care should, however, be 
taken that the material selected be free from seeds, or it 
will involve additional labor with the hoe.
JP/vo/mvy judiciously is of great importance, as the 
Olive has the character of only bearing every other year. 
The fruit is produced on the young shoots of the pre­
ceding year; and, in pruning, the object to attain is to 
secure a regular distribution of wood of the previous 
year from the axils of the leaves. In poor soil, where the 
trees would have a"struggle to %)roduce both fruit, and 
young shoots for next year’s harvest, pruning is especially 
necessary ; and I am (lisposed to think that, in our genial 
climate, ])lantations skilfully managed ought to beai*, 
with fair certainty, a regular annual crop. Some 
authorities considci" that pruning once in three years is 
sufficient; but this phase of the cultivation of the Olive
C
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in Queensland will be better understood after a few years’ 
experience of the effects of the climate. By the old 
method of leaving the tree to attain its full growth, any 
considerable crop was not obtained for many years ; and 
hence the character of the Olive for tardy productiveness. 
Under the present system, howcA cr, of cultivating com­
paratively dwarf ti(!cs, abundant crops are afforded in 
three or four years. Under the head of “ Jlarvestiny," 
I shall have occasion to remark further upon the advan­
tages of judicious pruning, and the cultivation of small 
growing varieties. A clear, straight stem, of five or six 
feet should be kc])t. Not only is the growth thus made 
handsomer, hut the tree is more vigorous and strong to 
resist wind, and the fruit is sufficiently remote from 
reflected heat, and conseipieiit premature ripening.
The distance apart for planting the trees must be 
determined partly by variety and partly by soil and 
aspect. Under the old system, whicli was content 
with a biennial crop and left the trees to groAV much as 
they pleased, a distance of thirty up to as much as 
forty feet was necessary. But of late years, the pro]>a- 
gation of new and highly productive varieties, and the 
adoption of a system of pruning tlie trei's to such limits 
as will render the gathering of the fruit, liy hand, com­
paratively easy, has enabled cultivators to bring their 
trees closer together, and thus to economise space and 
consolidate their operations. Orchards are now ])lautod 
at distances from sixteen feet u]> to a maximum of thirty 
feet, according to variety; the distance being further 
regulated by the. quality of the soil.
While I must guard my readers against the false 
economy of overcrowding, the Tables given in Appendix 
V. will show the number of trees wliich can be gi'own 
per acre at 16, 20, 30, and 40 feet apart resjoectively. 
Eroni these tables will be seen exactly the area of 
land which is saved by allowing no more room to each 
variety than is absolutely necessary for the healthy de­
velopment of the trees.
But at whatever distance apart—all considerations
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being duly taken into account—it is determined to plant 
the trees, the method most effective to the eye and for 
free circulation of air is what is known as “ quincunx 
fashion,” thus :—
To summarise tlic foregoing remarks upon cultiva­
tion, I may say that by intelligent study of the habits of 
the Olive, and careful attention to its requirements, 
there is no valid reason why, in four or live years from 
planting, it should not begin to repay the expense of 
culture; without taking into account what, in the mean­
time, may have been got off the ground by intercultiva- 
tion. A year or two before that even, the few Olives 
Avhich may be gathered off each tree, may, in the aggre­
gate, sullice to make oil enough for the family require­
ments ; while from the sixth year onwards, it may be 
relied on in ordinary years as a sure and increasing 
source of wealth to the farmer.
Continued moisture during flowering, Avill tend to 
render a portion of the fruit abortive; but this is a 
cause of failure Avhich will occur but seldom in this 
climate.
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CHAPTER VI.
THE HARVEST OF THE OLIVE.
The i'ruit of the Olive is a “ drupe” ; a Botanical 
term applied to fruits which are externally succulent or 
fleshy, .with a hard-shelled seed. The ])lum and the 
aj)ricot may he cited as other exam])les of the “ drupe” ; 
hut the word takes it origin from the Latin “ dri(pce” 
meaning “ imripe olives,” which are the ty])e of this form 
of fruit. The shape of the olive varies according to 
kind. I t  is generally oval (or egg shaped), sometimes 
round, sometimes ohovate (or like an inverted egg), 
occasionally acuminate (or tapering to a point). It 
varies still more in color than in form, according to kind 
and to stage of maturity. Thus olives may he seen 
green, wliitish, violet, yellow, red, or even hlack. The 
fruit is produced in vast profusion, so tliat an old olive- 
tree becomes very valuable to its owner.
The proper time for gathering is the eve of maturity ; 
presuming that the cultivator aims at the production of 
the finest quality of oil. I f  delayed too long, and the 
fruit becomes over-i-ipe—especially if it he allowed to 
fall—you lose in quality though gaining somewhat in 
quantity. But while I advocate the gathering of the 
fruit at the stage at which it will produce the best and 
highest priced oil, I would point out, as oiu' of the 
advantages of the croj), that if, from press of other
o])erations on the farm, the owner is unable to gather 
his olives when he would Avish, they are yet available to 
him—even in a state which in other fruits would he 
regarded as rottenness—for the ])roduction of a still 
marketable though not so valuable a (ummodity. This, 
however, is a matter which vrill soon regulate itself; 
wlien the groAver finds that his more careful neighbor 
has made more money from his acre, than he himself 
from tAvice the area.
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Aiiotiier iiuhicement to liavvesting the Olive as soon 
as it is tit luv gathering, is to be found in tlio faet that, 
by delaying too long, the productiveness of the tree for 
the next year is prejudicially atfected. Early gathering, 
on the other hand, relieves the tree and gives time to 
strengthen for another eroj). I have already said that 
the Olive, if left to itself, Avill only hear once in two years. 
This is positively stated by ancient Avriters, Avho attribute 
the fact in great measure to the injury received by the 
tree in the practice of beating doAvn the fruit. * The 
belief has, hoAVCA'cr, come doAvn to a period much nearer 
to u s ; but there is no doubt that in skilfully managed 
plantations the trees do bear annual crops, and that the 
early gathering of the fruit contributes largely to this 
end. If the fruit is left on the tree too long, it is taking 
sap which ought to go to the formation of ucav shoots 
for fruiting the folloAA'ing year.
The best mode of gathering is by hand. The system, 
elsewhere alluded to, of cultiAating low-groAving trees 
much facilitates the harvest. The gathering can be 
done by children, and Avith the aid of light stejAS the 
fruit can be reached from the top of the tree. The 
system of beating the fruit from the tree with light rods 
of Avood, although very old, and still in some places 
resorted to, should never be practised by the intelligent 
and painstaking agriculturist. IIoAvever skilfully done, 
it cannot fail more or less to injure the young branches, 
as the IaIoavs must fall at random; and Avhat Avill suffice 
to bring doAvn the fruit Avill also strcAV the ground Avith 
leaves and tender shoots ; leaving Nature Avith a large 
amount of repairs to effect, instead of applying all her 
energies to preparing for the next crop. The practice 
has the additional disadvantage of involving the picking 
over of the frint in order before pressing to separate 
leaA'CS, sticks, and other rubbish.
Shaking the tree is also resorted to as a means of 
obtaining the fruit; but though not so injurious as the 
beating, is not recommended. This ]jractice obtains in 
Syria, where they have Scriptural warrant for the
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method. The Olive groves there are in common, Avithont 
fences of any kind, being everybody’s property and 
nobody’s property. Proclamation is made by the 
Governor of the district that the shaking time has 
arrived, Avhen the Avhole population—men, women, and 
children—gather for the purpose, and the rule appears 
to be eveiTone for himself. {See A2y)endlx JF i)
A good method of ascertaining if the fruit is lit for 
gathering is to apply a slight pressure Avith the finger 
and thum b; Avhen, "if oil exudes, the Olives are con­
sidered fit for the press.
The largest fruit is the Spanish ; but the Olives of 
Andalusia are said to surpass, both in size and quality, 
those of other Spanish provinces.
The liarA^ est extends over six A\ eeks or tAA O months ; 
and as the fruit matures and is gatlu'red it should be laid 
on shelves so as slightly to dry. Contact Avill do no harm 
so long as it does not bring about actual heating ; as ex­
cessive fermentation results in inferiority of quality of 
oil. This part of the subject Avill, hoAvever, be dealt Avith 
more at length elscAvhere.
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CHAPTER VII.
USES OF THE OLIVE.
TiiK bark, tlic wood, and the Ivuit of the Olive are all 
utilised; although it is for the latter that the tree is 
grown and forms so important an item in the productions 
of the earth. The hark is hitter and astringent; and both 
hark and leaves have febrifuge properties called “ olivile,” 
and have been used in medicine, the former having been 
employed as a substitute for einehona. From old stems 
a gum resin exudes, with an odour like that of vanilla; 
and is largely used in Italy in the preparation of per­
fumes. The wood is one of the hardest and heaviest 
known, weighing nearly 7 0 1 1 ) S .  to the cubic foot; and, 
as in the case of the “ box," has the pith nearly ob­
literated. I t  burns well even when green, being higlily 
resinous, and gi  ^es out great heat. Wluai seasoned it 
takes a fine polish ; and, being beautifully r eined and 
spotted, and possessing an agreeable smell, is very 
valuable for turning and cabinet work. I t  is, moreover, 
not subject to crack or to l)e destroyed by insect life. 
The root wood has a great variety of shades, and is much 
in requisition for turners’ work.
The fruit, in a whole state, is used in large quan­
tities, before coming to maturity, for pickles, and, to a 
small extent, in a dried state. The form in which we 
are eh icily accustomed to see Olives is in small bottles 
in salt and water, in which state tbey are used as a 
I'cstorative to tlie palate. They undergo various treat­
ment to ])repare them for this purpose; but while the 
receipts are numerous, the object and tendency of the 
various processes is much alike. The object of treating 
with an alkaline solution, before putting into the pre­
serving medium of salt and water, is to extract a portion
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of the bitter principle which would otherwise make them 
unpalatable if not nauseous.
I  select the following receipts for j)reparing '<]iieli- 
oline” Olives—each being given by its author as pro­
ducing a good and marketable article :—
Receipt Xo. 1.
“ The lye is to be made as follows :—Take three 
“ pounds of fresh wood-ashes, six ounces of fresh quiek- 
“ lime, six quarts of cold water—mix well, and boil 
“ gently for thirty minutes, keeping well stirred. 
“ When the Olive is full grown, but quite green, gather 
“ carefully the quantity wanted, without liruising (of 
“ the largest kind), and place them in a clean vessel 
“ (not iron) pure from any greasy matter, and, wlien the 
“ lye is cooled down to 150" Rahrenheit, pour suflicient 
“ on the Olives to well cover them ; soak for about 
“ thirty hours. Then, ])our oil' the lye entirely (covering 
“ the vessel to }>revent the berries running out), and 
“ rinse the berries with fresli cold water, and for three 
“ days keep them in cold water, changing the water 
“ two or three times each day; then, having prejiared the 
“ pickle (salt and water) of about the strength that will 
“ float an egg (the better plan is to boil the water and 
“ pour it on the salt, leaving it till quite cold), and, 
“ having clean bottles thoroughly dried, put in the 
“ berries, carefully selecting them of equal sizes for each 
“ bottle, shaking but not pressing them dou n, and 
“ pour in sufficient pickle to cover the Olives, leaving 
“ a space in each of about an inch from the cork, whicli 
“ should be good and well fitting. Cover with pieces 
“ of bladder, well tied on and secured from tbe air 
“ with some wax of black rosin and beeswax.”
Receipt X o. 2.
“ The method of preparing Pieholines, in Prance, 
“ consists in putting the Olives, after they have been 
“ gathered, into a lye made of one part of quick-lime 
“ to six parts of ashes of young wood sifted. After
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having- left them half-a-tlay in this lye, they are taken 
out of it and put in fresh water, nhere they arc allowed 
to remain eight days, the water being earefully renewed 
every twenty-four hours. After this a i)rine is made 
of a suflicient quantity of marine salt dissolved in 
water, to which is added some aromatic })lants. The 
Olives may he preserved in this brine during a year 
and more.”
. R eceipt No. 3.
“ For pickling, the fruit is gathered before ripe ; 
and is placed for hali-a-day in a lye of one part quick­
lime to six parts ashes of young wood; from this they 
are taken and well washed in fresh water, after whieli 
they are linally put into a brine of common salt and 
Avater, in wliieh some aromatic plants, such as fennel, 
&c., luwc been steeped.”
Receipt N o. 4.
“ One method of preparation in Portugal is as 
‘ follows, y'v/j. :—The common practice is to allow the 
‘ larger and more tlcshy kinds to become ripe, i.e., black, 
‘ Avhen they lose a good deal of their astringent or acrid 
‘ taste. These are tlien scalded in water considerably 
‘ under boiling, into Avhich an ounce or so to the gallon 
‘ of soda is dissolved, and let it stand in it for three or 
‘ four hours—in fact, till it is cold. They are then taken 
‘ out and well Avashed in cold Avater sever:d times over, 
‘ and finally put into a clean Avooden oi- large earthen- 
‘ AA'are A cssel, and completely covered Avith a pretty 
‘ strong brine of salt and Avater, and covered np from 
‘ the air.”
R E C E I P T  No. 5
gives the preparatory treatment as in the preceding one ; 
but finishes by putting the Olives so prepared into 
moderately strong vinegar, to be used as a pickle.
After immersion in lye long enough to extract 
sufficient of the bitter, the fruit is sometimes packed in 
tubs Avith a covering of lime, and thus keeps for years.
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In the tbrni of ])icholincs, tlie Olive is Irequently 
made the suhjeet of adulteration, in order to maintain 
for the fruit a vivid green eolor ; and thus, l)v making it 
look nicer, to render it more marketable. Copper is the 
medium used for this ])urpose; and tlie French Olives 
are the most extensively adulterated. In purchasing 
Olives in bottle, select those of a fawn color, and take 
care, in order to ensure this, that the bottle is of color­
less glass. The Spanish Olives are, as a rule, the most 
free from contamination.
I  now come to the principal use of the Olive, vi/., 
the production of the Olive oils of commerce. These, of 
various qualities, are used for various ])urposes; the most 
important being that of food and cookery.
It is hardly necessary to say that the finer qualities 
and those freest from rancidity, arc most in requisition 
for such ])urposes ; and, when pure, Olive oil is whole­
some and nutritious.
In old Olive-growing countries, and especially in the 
South of Eurojie, the oil is employed for many of the 
purposes of cream and butter ; so much so indeed, that 
the inhabitants entertain an actual distaste for ihiitter 
as an article of food. In  Spain, there is scarcely a dish 
into which it does not enter as an ingredient; those 
engaged in the industry almost living upon bread and 
oil. In other Olive countries, it enters into almost every 
kind of cooking; while we know, from our own experi­
ence, that for cooking fish it is unequalled.
In  Queensland, thanks to our rich grasses, extensive 
pasture grounds, and to the enterprise of colonists who 
have stocked the country with well-bred cattle, we require 
no substitute for butter, which is plentiful and good; 
but the uses of Olive oil in cooking arc so manifold, 
that its production by ourselves could not fail to be 
accompanied by increase of comfort and greater economy 
of living.
A great wool-producing country like Australia, 
however, would find another very important use to which 
to put Olive oil. I refer to its applicatioh in the manu-
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lactiii'O of cloth. From four to five gallons of oil (of 
some kind) is used in the preparation of every bale of 
wool. Our neighbors, in two of the Australian colonies, 
have for years been mannl'aeturing woollen goods—the 
meaning of the term “ colonial tweed,” being well 
understood by those of ns Avbo have from time to time 
to look out for a good lasting material for boys’ elotlies; 
and, in all probability, Queensland will, in due course, 
also have her manufactories of woollen goods, for which 
large quantities of oil will be required.
Mr. Davenport says that at the tweed factories of 
Geelong two-pennyworth of oil is used to every i)Ound 
of cloth ; and that in one factory alone they will be able 
to turn out annually 300,000 yards of tln-ce-quarter 
tweed. The average weight of a yard of this material 
being thirteen ounces, live yards will weigh four pounds, 
consuming eight-penny worth of oil at 8s. per gallon. 
This calculation, carried out, gives the value of the oil 
required for 1,000 yards at £0 13s. Id .; or £2,000 worth 
annually for the single manufactory.
In Cordova the streets arc lighted Avitb oil, the ]>ro- 
duce of the place, and this is doubtless the case else­
where. They have a saying in Andalusia, that “ in 
Cordova it is always the same thing; oil for burning, 
oil for eating—the good Cordovans have but one idea.” 
This is, however, rather hard rq)on Cordova ; for av c  
know that it is also celebrated for its silken fabrics and 
its leather.
Soft Soap is the result of a combination of Olive oil 
and potash ; and Castile soap, of this oil and soda.
The Marc, or oil cake, being the residuum after the 
oil has been exjncsscd, is valuable as feed for cattle; or-, 
in a country like this, where stall feeding is not resorted 
to, it could be put to its other uses of manure or fuel. 
For the former of these uses it is stimulating, but not 
lasting in its effects.
The manifold uses of Oliye oil as a lubricator, and as 
an external application in surgery, are so well known as 
to make their mention hardly necessary.
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This oil may be taken as the type of the “ fatty” or 
“ lixed ” oils, designated also “ bland ” and “ exjn’essed ” 
oils. There are other products of the Olive, such as 
“ Oleine” or “ Elaine,” “ Stearinc,” “ Palmitine,” and 
“ Margarine,” each capaldc of separation by chemical 
process, and having their respective uses in the arts and 
manufactures.
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CHAPTER VIII,
MACHINERY AND APPLIANCES.
T he plant required in the inauufactnrc oi‘ Olive oil con­
sists of a mill for crushing, a press for sepai'ating the oil 
from the solid portions of the fruit, receivers into which 
the oil is run from the press, and the necessary vess( Is 
ibr storage and for the market. Besides these, there 
must ho a building of some kind in which the various 
operations are carried on. In  the large majority of cases 
the machinery employed is of the rmlest kind, the same 
Ibrm having been handed down from generation to gene­
ration. Those engaged in the industry, especially the 
])easant]'y, are obstinately attached to old practices and 
a])pliances; and are im})atient of suggestions for im- 
])rovements, saying—“ I do as my father did before me, 
and that is enough.” Tlie a(*companying illustrations 
Avill shew that a very small capital is required for oil 
making; and that the implements are so simple, that 
with tlie exception of the millstones, any intelligent 
rough carpenter could make them. The labor required 
being proportionately small, the Avhole expense of 
producing from the fruit oil such as will command a 
fair ])i‘ice in the market is com])arativ(dy trifling. Care 
and intelligence are, of course, indispensahle in this as 
in other ]iroducts Avhich have to compete for public favor; 
but in these qualifications our countrymen are not likely 
to be deficient.
The Spaniards, as a rule, have not improved upon 
their appliances since the days of Pliny, Avhose descrip­
tion of the process is much the same as the method 
chiefly in use at the present day. This is of the most 
primitive, and its merits rest entirely upon its simplicity, 
and upon the fact that it has been handed down from 
generation to generation.
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Tlie following description of the modus operandi 
among tlie Arabs, is taken from Thomson’s “ The Land 
and the Book,” and will he better understood by the 
illustration of an ancient Arab press and mill-stones 
{see llluslration J / . ) :—
“ The m’aserah is worked by hand, and is only 
used for the Olives which fall first in autumn, before 
tlie rains of winter raise the brooks which drive the 
niutruf. The Olives for the m’aserah are ground to a 
pulp in circular stone basins, by rolling a large stone 
wheel ovei" them. The mass is then put into small 
baskets of straw-work, which are placed one upon 
anotiier, between two ujniglit posts, and pressed by a 
screw which moves in the lieani or entablature from 
above, like the screiv in the standing-press of a liook- 
binder, or else by a beam-lever. After this first 
pressing, the pulp is taken out of the baskets, put into 
large copper pans, and, being sprinkled with water, is 
heated over a fire, and again pressed as before. This 
finishes the process, and the oil is put away in jars to 
use, or in cisterns, to be kept for future market.
“ The niutruf is driven like an ordinary mill, except 
that tlie a])paratiis for beating up the Olives is an 
upright cylinder, with iron cross-bars at the lower end. 
The cylinder turns rapidly in a hollow tube of stone­
work, into which the Olives arc thrown from above, 
and beaten to a pulp by the revolving cross-bars. The 
interior of the tube is kept hot, so that the mass is 
taken out below sufliciently heated to cause the oil to 
run freelv. The same baskets are used as in the 
m’aserah, but the press is a beam-lever, with heavy 
weights at the end. This process is repeated a second 
time, as in the m’aserah, and then the refuse is thrown 
away.
“ The m’aserah is, however, the machinery used 
from the most remote times, as we know from the 
basins and wheels to crush the Olives, still found in 
the ruins of old towns. The huge stones upon the tops 
of the upright posts, prove conclusively that the
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“ ancients knew nothing of the screw, but employed 
“ heam-presses, as in the mutrufs. Illustration M.)
“ Beam-presses are also employed in the m’aserah 
“ to this day, and I  think the use of screws is quite 
“ modern.
“ There is no process u hatever for clarifying tlie 
“ oil, except to let it gradually settle on the lees in the 
“ cisterns or large jars in which it is kept.
“ Certain villages are celebrated all over the country 
“ for producing oil particularly clear and sweet, and it 
“ commands a high ])rice for table use.”
The Mill on Oil farms generally takes the forms 
given in Illustrations E, G, O, and P ; the only ex])la- 
n at ion of which required is, that the stones must be of a 
hard and unahsorhent description, such as granite. The 
reason for this is olwious, for it can readily he seen, that 
were the stones of a porous character, they would soon 
become saturated with oil, wliicli, becoming rancid, 
would taint all that it came in contact with.
But, while the majority of mills are of this descrip­
tion, there are to he seen here and there, on large 
plantations, and in mills to \vliich no plantations are 
attached, machinery of a more complicated and 
expensive character. In tliese cases, steam or hydraulic 
poAver is not infreqmmtly used. In S]>ain the crushing 
is sometimes ])erformed by conical iron i-ollers moved 
round OJi an oil-pioof floor, on tAVO little margins to 
prcwent the stone being crushed.
There are also to he seen, hut very rarely, steam 
mills ; but the crushing is generally done by the Spaniards 
in the old tiaditional stone inills. As they generally 
keep their OliAms till in a state of putrefaction before 
crushing them, aiming more at quantity than quality, 
the inferior a])pliances, being less costly, ansAver their 
purpose better.
Of late years, howcA'er, a iieAv light seems to be 
dawning upon them. They are aAvaking to the higher 
profit to be obtained from manufacturing a superior 
article ; and a feAvmoro enlightened among the grow'ers,
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finding the injurious eflPeet of fermentation upon the 
market (juality of the article, extract at an earlier stage, 
and use the more rapid and effectual means of tlie 
hydraulic j)ress.
Oil milling in Spain is a distinct industry, as is also 
sometimes the case in other European Olive countries; 
hut there also are mills on many of the plantations. The 
oil is, however, often kept for years in their big earthen 
jars, awaiting a good market.
Screw presses of simple construction are generally 
used; hut the pressure is sometimes obtained l>y means 
of lever, or, more rarely still, hydraulic power.
The whole process is so admirably (lescribed by Mr. 
Daven])ort, that I have taken the liberty of reducing his 
))lan, and reproducing it in these pages for the benefit 
of Queensland colonists. To the valuable information 
thus alforded, the same gentleman has been good enough 
to add plan and description of the receiver which he 
uses himself. (See lllnslrations E, F, and K.)
The neat finish of the building in Mr. Davenport’s 
plan, is, of course, not essential; and the beginner would 
do AV(‘11 to content himself with a much ruder edifice. 
Slabs, with a bark roof, Avoidd, if weather-pi'oof, answ('r 
('very jnirpose at first; and a more permanent building 
e-oidd be thereafter erected out of the profits of the 
plantation.
In  the full-page IlVmiration Q, I  give the Avhole 
interior of chamber devoted to the extraction of the oil 
still inmaining in the marc, after the first and purest has 
h(^en run off; but such an ('stahlishment is as little 
necessary for the beginner or for the. OUa^ c farmer on a 
small scale, as a sugar plant of the A alue of Ha'c thousand 
])ounds Avould he to the cultivator of teji acres of cane.
Tlie gigantic stone jars shcAvn (see Illustration ,/.) 
ar(' capable of holding 1,200 gallons each. They are 
called Tinajas, in Malaga, are about six lectin diameter, 
and niiu' feet deep. The surface is approached by 
t A V o  earth sl('])s from the door. There is a double roAV 
of eight in each, said to he within an inch of each other
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under ground. The intervals are tilled with sand or 
earth—experiments with stone having failed, the unequal 
pressure resulting in breakage of some of these costly 
jars.
The mill, shewn in Illiistmiion G, was from one 
in use on a farm at Almuneear; and, in the intervals 
between the Olive seasons, was employed for grinding 
white Iiidiau corn into Hour.
The 2)resses are extremely simjjle (see IllttstraHons 
F.Il). They are easily made, and strongly put together 
of seasoned timber, arc not liable to disrepair. Presses of 
a more elaborate character (as shewn in Illustraiions 
N N , Jignres 1 and 2) are sometimes, but rarely used. 
The construction of these is explained fully in the 
Index to Illustrations. The small illustration I, shows 
the form of implement used in Spain for skimming 
olf the oil and pouring it into the jars or reservoirs.
The only a%)])lianee left to be described before pro­
ceeding to the details of the manufacture, is the kind of 
bag used for enclosing the crushed Olives before putting 
into the ])i*ess. These are made of coarse linen, horse­
hair, o2)cn felt, rushes, or grass ; and, when tilled, are 
laid one over the other in the jiress, to the number some­
times of a dozen.
But, while we (quietly permit ourselves to smile, 
with a good deal of self-comj)lacenee, at the dull and 
easy-going pleasant of Southern Europe, who receives 
Avith A'eneration the traditionary methods of groAving and 
manufacturing the Obve, and Avill neither look tor, or 
exjjcct to find, defects in a system Avhich Avas “ good 
“ enough for his father,”—are a v o  quite sure that, Avith- 
out being UAvare of it, aa'c arc not ourselA-es jAerjietrating 
mistakes in our agricultural and horticultural ojierations ? 
II0  Ave, Avhether masters or men, amateurs or cxjierts, 
enquire for ourselves into the rationale of A'arious ojiera- 
tions and methods ; or is it not rather the rule to accept 
Avhat Avc haAU; been taught, or Avhat aa c  haAm read, Avith- 
out much thought, or any further care than that it
D
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appears to answer the purpose ? I strongly advise all 
who gain their living by tilling the soil, as well as the 
agricultural student, to take nothing for granted; hut, 
should the meaning of what he is doing or reading not he 
apparent, not to rest until it is clear to him as the sun 
at noon day. This course will not only make the work, 
whether manual or mental, much more easy; but tlie 
enquiring mind will often lind rays of light at unexpected 
times, and in unlooked for places, which will dissipate as 
fallacies, old received practices or opinions. Our marvel 
at the Italian peasant, with his traditionary blunders, 
ceases ^vhen we observe the wonderful manner in which 
writers, many of them authorities, will copy from each 
other and perpetuate errors ; and it is only upon labori­
ous comparison of the dicta of various authors that the 
student will discover the prudence, while acce^jting their 
general guidance, of testing everything he learns by 
his own reason, or by experiment.
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CHAPTER IX,
MANUFACTURE.
Fx the extraction of the oil, there are two distinet pro­
cesses, viz. ;—(1) Crushing, and (2) Pressing.
In the First process, the fruit is by some completely 
crushed ; and hy others the pericarp only is First crushed, 
and when the oil from that part of the fruit has been 
separately expressed, the more complete crushing is 
applied for obtaining the remainder of the oil. This 
diFfereiice of system arises from the fact that opinions 
diFfcr as to the (quality of the oil from the several parts 
of the fruit. By some it is held that the most delicate 
oil is contained in the pericarp, and that an admixture 
of that from the kernel has a tendeney to render the 
whole rancid. On the other hand, there is reason to 
suppose F haf, much of the Finest oil that comes to market 
is manufactured without any such distinction being 
recognised.
'j here is ]io doubt that much of the delicacy of 
Flavor which characterises tlie oils of highest repute is 
due to the pressing and storing, rather than to tlie 
crushing; while it is also inFluenced to no slight extent 
l)y the varitdy of the Olive and the degree of maturity 
and Fhe condition of the fruit when crushed.
The time for gathering the fruit, as has been said 
elsewhere, is the eve of maturity. I t  is overripe for the 
Finer quality of oil, if allowed to fall. This condition 
being comFdied with, much still depends upon the length 
of time allowed to elapse between the gathering and 
crushing, and the treatment to whieh the fruit is sub­
jected in the interval. There is no doubt that fermen­
tation in tjie fruit should he carefully watched, as any­
thing like excess impairs the quality of the oil produced.
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On tlic other hand, no amount of fermentation affects 
the quantity of o il; and where this is the main object 
of the maker, the Olives are often allowed to ferment in 
heaps for months, till it is convenient to crush them, 
when they have to be dug out of the bins to put through 
the mill.
But a slight degree of fermentation, if unaccom­
panied by any material heating, does not appear to affect 
injuriously the quality of the oil, while it facilitates the 
separation of the oil from the mucilage. The extent 
to which, however, fermentation is allowed to proceed 
should he jealously regulated, as there is no doubt that 
beyond a certain point, the oil unquestionably suffers 
in quality, and becomes unfit, for the more delicate uses 
of food and cookery, to which Olive oil, when good, is 
put.
By far the safer plan for the beginner in the in­
dustry will be to gather his Olives at the right time, 
and to crush them as soon as he has enough together. 
In  the meanwhile, they should be stored on sbelves in 
moderate layers ; the most complete arrangement being 
one which will admit of a free current of :i,ir above and 
below the layers.
The fruit is first reduced to a pulp, either with or 
without crushing the stones, according to tlie views of 
the miller as to the effect which this has upon the 
quality of the first droppings from the press, which are 
always regarded as the best. The crushing process 
should be conducted by a slow and rea'ular movement. 
Without jerk ill p:, in order that all the oil cellules sliall 
be broken, and the press not be called upon to do any 
of the work which is supposed to have been previously 
done by tlie mill. The pulp or paste is then shovelled 
into the bags before described, which arc placed one on 
the other to a convenient depth in the press. In  this 
process, as in that of the crushing, the poAver should be 
applied steadily, sloAvly, and regularly, to afford time for 
the oil, as it exudes, to escape from the press through 
the proper channels. Pliny recommends that the pres­
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sing be conducted under a warm temperature, and witli 
as little exposure to the air as possible ; and the obvious 
advantages of these recommendations have led to their 
universal adoption to the present day by all oil-makers, 
except the clumsy and prejudiced wbo follow no 
examples but their own.
AVliat is generally known as “ virgin” oil is that 
obtained by the first pressing before the application of 
water or heat to the pulp. This is run into Avater, where 
it is allowed time to deposit its mucilage, and, after 
being skimmed off, is kept separate for the finer use or 
for the more exacting market. In the district of Mont­
pellier, however, the term is applied to the oil which 
spontaneously separates from the paste of crushed 
(3lives. This oil is not met with in commerce, the 
(piantity being obviously too small; and appears to be 
used in watchmaking and for similar purposes requiring 
extreme purity of quality.
AVben of good quality, and especially udien fresh, 
Olive oil is of a pale greenish color, with a sweetish 
nutty flavor much esteemed by those who use it. 
Inferior oil is of a darker color, being a yellowish or 
brownish green ; and even, when not sutUciently inferior 
to be rancid and unmarketable for food ])urposes, is 
quite Avanting in the ])eculiar flavor referred to. This 
fruity flavor depends much upon the quality and condi­
tion of the Olives Avhen pressed; Avhile by some it is 
held to be affected also by the varietA".
t .
The large and increasing demand for the best 
qualities, and the consequent liigh price, leads to adul­
teration Avith Poppy, Sesame, Ilape, and Coeoanut Oils. 
Such adulterations may, hoAvever, be easily detected 
by the fact of these oils not congealing at the same 
temperature as Olive oil, Avhieh Avhen ]mre may be com­
pletely solidified by freezing. The adulterating oils also 
retain air, when shaken up, more readily than pure Olive 
oil. There are other tests of a more exact character 
used .by chemists, Avhich, hoAvever, need not here be 
enlarged upon.
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The finest kinds of oils have hitherto come from 
Provence, Plorenee, Lucca, and A ix ; the commoner 
from the Levant, iNFogador, Spain, Portugal, and Sicily. 
I t  is, however, significant that Avhere the oil has 
a high reputation, strict investigation Avill, in the 
majority of eases, elicit the fact that in those localities 
the cultivation and manufacture are conducted with 
unusual care and intelligence. Xor does it appear tliat 
the costliness of the appliances has much, if anything, 
to do witli the (quality of the produce; for (coming 
very much nearer home than Europe), I find from 
information obligingly afforded me by the lion. Pred. 
P. Bailee, Colonial Secrefary of Western Australia, that 
in that colony excellent oil is made, principally by 
Spanish monks, a v I i o  adopt precisely the same course of 
treatment as is described by Ur in. Thomson, in “ The 
Land and the Book,” as in vogue for ages among tlie 
Arabs. Anything more primitive than these appliances 
(which are shcAvn in Illustratioii 31) cannot lie con­
ceived ; and yet Mr. Bailee assures me that they have 
“ ansAvered admirably” Avith them, and “ have produced 
as fine an oil as could he desired.”
To revert to the subject of “ manufaeture” to Avhich 
this chapter is dcA-oted—So soon as all exudation of oil 
from the first pressing ceases, the scrcAV is reversed, and 
the hags removed and emptied. The pressed pulp being 
put carefully aside, and the hags refilled, pressure is 
again applied, and the process rejicated until the Avhole 
crushing has gone through the mill.
The Marc, Avhich has thus been once pressed, is 
then thoroughly separated, and stirred up Avith boiling 
Avater, and the process of pressing reneAved; this time the 
pressure being increased, though still gradual and steady. 
This second oil is nearly as good as the first, but apt to 
become rancid in time. The principal of the oil after 
this second process, is skimmed off the AAater in the 
receivers ; but entire separation takes a long time, and, 
Avhen it is complete, the process is reversed by the Avater 
being draAvn off from beloAV.
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Once more is the Mure subjected to treatment with 
boiling w ater; and it is at tliis stage that, when the 
stones were not crushed in the first milling, that process 
is now gone through, and the last of the oil obtained. 
This pressing is, however, regarded as of inferior quality, 
and is ke})t carefully sejiarate from the results of num­
bers one and two.
The water which has been used in the several pro­
cesses, and which still contains an admixture of oil, is 
conducted into large reservoirs, generally constructed 
underground ; and are called by the French, “ Enter,” 
a word, which if literally translated, would grate some­
what upon English sensibilities. Here it is left for a 
considerable period, during which the mucilage, water, 
and oil thoroughly separate—the former falling to the 
bottom, while the latter rises to the top, whence it is 
ultimately skimmed off, and a])plied to local uses of an 
inferior character—such as burning in lamps. This oil, 
taking its name from the French designation of the 
reservoirs used in its extraction, has the specific designa­
tion of “ oil of the infernal regions.”
The process of the second extraction by the aid of 
heat is in large mills sometimes effected bv an elaborateO t/
arrangement for the thorough separation of the ptdp, 
and freeing of the oil. This will be better understood 
by reference to full page Ulustration Q, with its accom­
panying key.
There are yet processes for still further extraction
of oil to the last fraction, which it is unnecessary here ^ «/
to describe. Tbesc may be compared to the finer ju'o- 
cesses for extraction of gold from quartz, which in the 
early days of the industry u ere not adopted; and iiideed 
arc still unpractised except in some of the older mines 
where lai'ge capital is employed. My object is to 
('ncourage the establishment of oil-making as a new 
industry; and to shew that some of the processes are 
simjilc yet perfectly eflicaeious, and require so little 
capital, that the ap})lication of so large a word would be 
out of place. There are few industries which may not
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1)C made more profitable and easy by the improyement 
of appliances, and the substitution of steam or other 
power for manual labor; but, if I haye shewn that, by 
the labor of the hands alone, this industry can on a 
moderate scale be successfully and profitably conducted, 
the rest will follow in the ordinary course, and the im- 
proycd appliances will bo the result of experience, and 
may be paid for out of profits.
After manufacture the oil is finally deposited in 
stone jars or in tanks to facilitate the deposit of im­
purities which are still held in suspension. Air and light 
are both excluded, as they would tend to decomposition 
and rancidity. In a few months the clear oil is racked 
off* into fresh jars for stock, or into other packages for 
the m arket; while the inferior is sold for soap-making, 
lighting, lubricating, or other such purposes.
. The ultimate quality of the oil depends much on the 
nature of the places selected for its storage. Gallipoli, 
which is one of the greatest oil depots of the world, 
owes this adyantage to the fact that it is built on rock 
of such quality as to furnish, at the labor only of excava­
tion, admirable chambers for the reception of oil, which 
there clarifies sooner and keeps sweet longer than in any 
other place. The oil which in its turbid state arrives 
at these depots black and utterly unfit for market, in 
time becomes bright and yellow without any help from 
man. Great care is taken to keep the several qualities 
or stages distinct. [See Chapter X.)
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CHAPTER X.
PURIFICATION.
Till': oil ill its crude slate contains iinpurilies of various 
kinds, albuminous, mucilaginous, and o ther; and to 
render it clear and lit for its various uses, and conse­
quently marketable, various methods are used. Simple 
settlement apjiears to be the jirocess, if it can be so 
called, most in vogue; but hot air or steam, and 
infusion of nut galls are ri'sorted to as ]mrilying mediums.
The Arabs produce excellent oil, knowiug no other 
means of clarifying than by settlement in cisterns or 
jars.
McCulloch gives the following interesting account 
of the clarifying ])rocess, referred to in the last chapter, 
at Gallipoli:—
“ Galli])oli supplies England, .Holland, the north of 
“ Europe, and, in short, all those countries that require 
“ the most perfectly purilled oil. I t is clarified to the 
“ highest degree, by merely keeping it in cisterns 
“ hollowed out of the rock on which the town is liiiiIt. 
“ The voyages it has to perform being long, it is put into 
“ casks so well constructed, that it frequently arrives at 
“ Petersburg in the heat of summer without the least 
“ waste or leakage, an advantage attributed to the 
“ seasoning of the staves, whieh, before they are put 
“ together, are well soaked in sea water.
“ We borrow the following details with respect to 
“ the preparation of oil at Gallipoli from a very interest- 
“ ing paper by an English gentleman A\dro had resided
“ in the town.
“ The rock on whieh the town is built is easily 
“ excavated ; and in caverns thus constructed oil clarifies 
“ sooner, and keeps without rancidity much longer than
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in any otlier place. Hence numerous oil houses arc 
cstahlishcd at Gallipoli, and a very considerable ])ortion 
of the rock is cut into cisterns. A Gallipolitan oil 
warehouse generally occupies the ground floor of a 
dwelling-house, and has a low arched roof. Some arc 
more exteiisivc, hut on an average they arc about 
thirty feet square. In the stone floor you see four, six, 
or more holes, which are circular, about two feet in 
diameter, and like the mouths of wells. Each of these 
holes gives access to a se])arate cistern beneath your 
feet; and when the oil is poured into them, care is 
taken not to mix different ([ualitics, or oils at different 
stages, in the same reservoir. One cistern is set apart 
for ofjlio ))wsto, or oil that is not clarified, another for 
pure oil of the season, another for old oil, &e. I have 
seen oil that had thus been preserved for seven years in 
a perfect state. I, also, many times verified the fact 
that the mosto, or oil in its turbid state, which arrived 
almost as black and thick as pitch, soon became bright 
and yellow in these excellent reservoirs, without any 
lud]) from man.
“ All the oil, whatever may be its quality, is brought 
to the magazine in sheej) or goat skins, which are 
generally carried on nudes—there being but few 
‘ strade rotahili,'’ or roads fit for wheeled carriages, in 
these parts. In a good year, and at the proper season, 
I have counted, in the course of an afternoon’s ride, 
as many as 100 mules returning from Gallipoli, when? 
they had been to deposit their unctuous burdens, to 
different towns and villages in tbe Serra D’Otranto, or 
the more distant province of Bari. The quantity of 
oil required may be conceived, when I state that at 
one time (in the year 1810), I saw nine English, three 
American, two Ereneh, and six Genoese vessels (not to 
mention some small craft from the Adriatic), all 
waiting in the Port of Gallipoli, for entire or partial 
cargoes of it.”
Of the more elaborate processes, the following are 
taken from Ure, viz.:—
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“ Thenavd’s process consists in adding; gradually 
“ one or two })er cent, of sulphuric acid to the oil, pre- 
“ yiously heated to 100°, and well mixing them l)v 
“ constant agitation. To ellect this, the process may he 
“ carried on in a barrel fixed on an axis and kept 
“ revolving, or in a harrcl which is itself immovahle, 
“ hut having lixed in its axis a movahlc fan. After the 
“ action of the aeid is complete, which is known hy the 
“ oil, alter twenty-four hours’ rest, appearing as a clear 
“ liquid, holding liocculent matter in sus])ension, there 
“ is added to it a (piantity of water, heated to 140", 
“ equal to about two-thirds of the o il; this mixture is 
“ well agitated, until it acquires a milky appearanee. 
“ It is then allowed to settle, when, after a few days, 
“ the clarified oil will rise to the surface, while th(\ 
“ liocculent matter will have fallen to the bottom of the 
“ aeid liquid. Tiic oil may then he drawn oif, hut 
“ requires to he liltered to inake it ])erfectly clear. The 
“ liltration is always a difficult matter, and is conducted 
“ in various ways. I t is sometimes placed in tubs, in 
“ the bottom of which are conical holes tilled with 
cotton, hut the holes become speedily choked with 
solid m atters; another and more s}>eedy process is hy 
the means of a displaeing funnel, the apertures in the 
“ diaphragm being stopjied with eotton.
“ Several patents have been taken out for the 
“ purification of oils. Some passing hot air through 
“ the oil, while at the same time exposed to the action 
“ of ligh t; others passing steam through the oil.
“ Cogan’s proeess is a comhination of the latter 
“ with Thenard’s. lie  operates upon about 100 gallons 
“ of oil, and for this quantity he uses about ten pounds 
“ of sulphuric acid, which he dilutes previously with an 
“ equal hulk of water. This acid mixture is added to 
“ the oil, placed in a suitable vessel, in three parts, the 
“ oil being well stirred for about an hour between each 
“ addition. I t  is then stirred for two or three hours, in 
“ order to insure a perfect mixture, and tluis let every 
“ particle of the oil he acted on hy the acid. It then
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“ has assumed a very dark color. After bein" allow ed 
“ to stand for twelve liours, it is transferred to a copper 
“ boiler, in tlic bottom of which are holes, through 
“ whieli steam is admitted, and j)assing in a finely 
“ divided state through the oil, raises it to the tempe- 
rature of 212". This steam process is carried on for 
“ six or seven hours ; the oil is then transferred to a 
“ cooler, having the sliape of an inverted cone, tcrmi- 
“ nating in a short pipe, jnevided with a stop-cock 
“ inserted in its side, a little distance from the bottom. 
“ After being allowed to stand till the liquids are 
“ separated, which generally takes about tweh e hours, 
“ the acid li(|Uor is drawn off through the ]>ipe at the 
“ bottom, and the clear oil by the stop-cock in the side 
“ of the cooler : all below this tap is generally turbid, 
“ and is clarified by subsidence, or mixed with the next 
“ portion of oil.”
llefining is also effected by agitating witli a satu­
rated solution of caustic soda. After a time a sapona­
ceous deposit is precipitated, and the remainder becomes 
(pnite clear and pure.
But while explaining a few of the more elaborate 
methods used for refining Olive oil, I invite those of my 
readers Avho contemplate the cultivation of the Olive in 
Queensland, to be content with keeping in view for 
their first manufacture, purification by simple settle­
ment ; because, however effectual any of these other 
processes may l)c, this method is found sufficient for a 
vast (piantity of the best Olive oil produced in the 
world.
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CHAPTER XI,
YIELD AND VALUE.
D e c a n b o l l e  slates the quantity of oil jjroclueed by 
the Olive at fifty per cent, of the "ross weight: Sieuve 
tells us that 100 lbs. Olives yield 32 lbs. of oil, viz. :—21 
from the pericarp, 1 from the kernel, and 7 from tlie 
shell, while others state it at 25 ])cr cent.; and while 
from an inferior variety the yield is set down as low as 
10 per cent.
Calculating the yield per tree, it is extremely diffi­
cult to give an average. In  the ease of the Olive as 
with many other vegetable products, no rule can he 
laid down. Its productiveness is governed hy variety, 
climate, soil, culture, and age.
The qnantity of the cro]) is also liable to he affected 
hy extremes of wet or drought, lateness of season, hail­
storms, gales of wind, and seasons unusually rife with 
destructive insects. As in the case, therefore, of many 
other crops, it is more safe to base your calculations, 
whether of maximum or minimum, upon an average of 
years ; hut after allowing for all possible drawbacks, in 
Olive countries, the tree is considered to he one of the 
most profitable crops known to agriculture.
In most of the statements given I find some jioint 
of weakness which destroys their A'alue as a guide. 
Where the average per acre is given, the age of the 
])lantation is omitted ; while from the produce of single 
trees in exceptional circumstances little can he learned. 
The lowest average that 1 find is 1 gallon per tree;; 
while on other cstafes the average is given at from ] j  
to 2 gallons per tree. The yield of individual trees is 
given at from 12 to 20 gallons ; while one tree of 
renoAvn is stated to have yielded as much as 55 gallons, 
and another three hundredweight of oil.
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Taking the lowest average, viz., one gallon to the 
tree, and sixty trees to the acre, the protliiee at *8s. a 
gallon, the Brisbane market value of the imported article 
would he £2-1 %)er acre in the early years of bearing; 
while the value of tlie Olive when cultivated increases 
as a matter of certaintv with each additional vear of asre 
until maturity. But, in the face of this indisputable 
lact, and the knowledge that a plantation of Olives is a 
permanent, safe, and improving investment of a most 
enduring character, we can well afford to be patient for 
our first returns, especially as the land is not occupied 
by the trees to the absolute exclusion of other crops. 
Taking tiie produce in the early years of bearing at one- 
fourth of that named, with the knowledge of what to 
expect as year by year the trees grow older, and with 
the use of nearly all the land on which they stand for 
other crops, we can still Avell afford to wait.
Tlie Olive already in Adelaide, like the cotton with 
us, affords employment to the children in the picking. 
Bor this they are paid Id. a bucket, or by some 2s. a 
cwt., and can earn at this light labor, so suited to their 
strength, as much as 2s. a day without difficulty.
1 do not desire to import into the calculations of 
profit the residuum of oil-cake as an important item ; 
but this, of course, also has it value. In  Australia we 
have not liecn in the habit of stall-feeding cattle ; but it 
is by no means certain that, as population becomes mori; 
dense, and our grazing grounds more remote from tlie 
cities, it may not yet enter into our agricultural system. 
But ajiart from a somewliat wide question like this, 
there is at least our old friend the pig quite prepared to 
convert the Olive oil-cake into bacon, hams, and lard.
* The market price iu Adelaide, of the local product, is l^g. per gallon.
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CHAPTER XII.
TECHNOLOGICAL TEACHING.
Tiikkk is one subject Avhich, tliougli not strictly 
belonging to iny text, I must, before eoneluding, take 
the opportunity of adverting to. I refer to the value of 
teelinologieal teaching, and the importance of the 
establishment of technological schools—especially in 
•connection Avith agriculture. Much of the future 
Avealth of Queensland depends upon the proper develop­
ment of the resources of the soil’s surface on her long 
coast. Hitherto the proportion of good to bad farming 
has been as the grain of Avheat to the bushel of cbalf; 
Avhile much of the success Avhich has been attained lias 
resulted from .the combined favorable influences of good 
soil and fine climate. This Avill be better understood by 
those Avho have Avatcbed the career of a shipload of 
immigrants. Of those Avho take to farming, a compara­
tively small number have had any previous practical 
experience. The majority have been mechanics, col­
lectors, Aveavers, droA'crs, merchants’ clerks, tradesmen, 
&c., &c., but know little more of farming than to 
distinguish betAveen a plough and a barroAV Avben they 
see them. As they happen to liaAO more or less of 
money, they commence on their o a v u  account, or as 
farm laborers. Up to this jioint there is of course 
nothing to object to ; as there is no occupation to Avhicb 
they could take, more likely to benefit the colony, or, in 
the long run, to lead more rapidly to their OAvn inde­
pendence. But, instead of benefiting by the experience 
of others, they—mistaking the influences of climate and 
virgin soil for their o a v u  skill—imagine, before they 
have been here six months, that they are beaAen-born 
agriculturists, and begin to patronise the older sef tier 
hy adA^ancing in tlu' columns of the Press, for bis
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honofit, doctrines of the most startling and perplexing 
kind. One of the most remarkable instances of tins 
was to be seen in some articles “ communicated" to 
the columns of an influential journal by one of these 
new lights, in which he solemnly endeavored to prove 
that trenching and draining were both mistakes. Of 
course, eventually these persons have to buy their 
experience, and in due course, through more or less of 
loss and waste of time, become good farmers, and win 
their way to independence.
Jkit it is not for the immigrant that I am anxious 
to provide instruction; but for the hundreds of lui'tive- 
born lads who arc destined for the farm. Ulic most- 
thorough way of teaching agricidture would be by 
the establishment of model farms, which, if ivell and 
economically conducted, would soon repay by their 
results the cost to tlic State of their establishment. 
To teach the peo])lc practically anything which will 
add to their comfort, and increase their i)rosperity, 
is one of the most profitable investments in whicb to 
apply the revenues of a State. The direct return is 
good, while the indirect is incalculable.
I  fear, however, that su(;h a project, in its more ex­
tended form, Avoidd create alarm among the economists, 
who, not seeing the great advantages to arise therefrom, 
would see very clearly another GoAcrnment department, 
with its expensiA'e machinery, looming near, and would 
not listen to the projiosal. I  Avould therefore, as a ten­
tative measure, upon the success of Avhich the larger 
project might, be left to dcjiend, suggest that our public 
schools in the agricultural districts should include tlie 
iirst principles of farming and their practical application 
as a part of the course of instruction. One of the great 
difficulties in the Avay of education in these districts is 
to be found in the fact that so soon as a boy is old 
enough to Avield a hoe or drive a horse he is taken from 
school. Ivor is this to be wondered at, Avitli the tAvofold 
inducement to the father to rcmoA'C him offered by the 
intrinsic value of his services, and the fact that the edu-
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cation he is getting begins and ends witli books, and gives 
no promise of helping to bring grist to the paternal mill 
by the superior knowledge which be is attaining. If, on 
the other band, the boy comes home from time to time 
with some fresh piece of knowledge wliicli enables him 
to teach bis father something which he did not know 
before as to the habits and uses of plants, their assimila­
tion of their food from the soil, the jirinciplcs and 
practice of drainage, the rationale and the various 
methods of %)runing, the diseases of cattle and their 
treatment, and the hundred other items of knowledge of 
direet practical utility to him in his calling—he would 
see it to he to his direct advantage to leave the lad at 
school until both mind and body were better matured 
for going to work.
It does not require demonstrating that the additional 
knowledge which hoys so taught would bring to hear 
upon agriculture would repay to the state the cost of 
teaching; hut, though much might he said upon this 
point, the occasion is not altogether suitable for its 
treatment more fully.
As a valuable adjunct to such a system, and one 
involving no great outlay, our public museum should 
contain models of all the best known labor-saving imj)le- 
ments—of the machinery and appliances used in other 
countries in the preparation for the market of various 
vegetable products forming staple commodities. I would 
instance, among those which could he grown in our 
midst—the Castor Beau, the Olive, Indigo, Coffee, Jute, 
Hemp, and Bliea plants. The great stumbling-block in 
the way of commencing these industries is not to demon­
strate that the plant will groAv to perfection; hut, Avhen 
you have produced your fruit, stem, leaf, or root, as the 
case may Ijc , to know how to set to work to produce the 
staple commodity in a nmrketahle form economically 
and Avith certainty, Avithout Avasting time, patience, 
and money in blundering, through a host of trials, into 
the right sort of appliances.
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A few thousand pounds annually of additional ex­
penditure in the two directions I have indicated would 
probably, in the course of a few years, return millions 
to the colony; while the complete development of the 
fact, now in the infancy of its demonstration, would he 
proportionately hastened—that Queensland is destined 
to take rank among the greatest and the wealthiest of 
England’s colonies.
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A P P X 1) I  C E S
A l'P E X D I X  I . (See p. 25.)
E x tra c t from  Letter from  ^[r. Sheriff Boothhy^ o f  South Australia .
S h eriff’s Oflice, Adelaide,
26th Decem ber, 1871.
D ear  S i r ,
I  am glad to learn that the A cclim atization Society  is taking an 
interest in O live planting, and that you  arc about sending to Kurope for the 
best varieties. I  venture to suggest, as the best m ode o f  raising trees, the 
planting o f seedling stocks and grafting the year after, about one inch under 
the ground (cleft grafting) w ith  approved scions. In  this wav you get a per­
fectly  formed tree, and one more likely to ensure success. I have paid for 
experience. The bark o f an O live is too thin to succeed w ell w ith budding or 
grafting above ground. The varieties we have planted came many years ago 
from the neighbourhood o f M arseilles, and were im ported by the South  
A ustralian Company.
I have not any seedling plants, but Captain Sim pson, o f G len Osmond, 
has the oldest plantation here, and has g e n e r a l a  good num ber springing  
up, w ithout any care, underneath the old trees. I  used these— planted them  
out, when about three inches high , in the place where they were to stand, in 
trenched ground. Then, next year, grafted them  w ith scions as above, from  
the M arseilles varieties, selecting those that appeared to thrive best in this 
clim ate. The “ V erdale” I  think the best on the w hole, and is thought also 
to be the best by M r. D avenport, a gentlem an who takes m uch interest also 
in the Olive, and has a plantation. Sir John M orphet has the Spanish ; 
these succeed very w ell, and produce a larger berry than the French kinds. 
I  have some o f  these also, but cannot m ove them .
AVe com m enced planting about ten years ago, and have now a large 
number o f trees growing, and com ing, m ost o f them , into bearing.
I  have sent to  Paris for several French works on th e  O live and oil 
m aking. M r. Davenport, when he was last in Europe, took B u sb y ’s book 
w ith  him , and w ent over the same ground and v isited  the O live yards 
and m anufactories in the south o f  France, bringing back much useful 
inform ation.
I  shall be glad to aid, in any way that I can, and shall feel obliged by an 
occasional exchange o f inform ation on this subiect.
B elieve me to be, dear Sir,
Y ours very truly,
W . K. B O O T H B Y .
L ew is A. B crnays, E sq ., F .L .S .,
V ice-P resident, &c., Ac., Ac.
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A P P E X D I S  I I .
Brisbane, 17tb M a j, 1872.
D ear  S i e ,
In  reply to your lo iter o f 27tb A pril, I  am very happy to describe  
the m ethod of cultivating the O live tree in Ita ly , as I believe it would also 
suit this clim ate.
There are m any varieties o f  the O live, but all require the same cultiva­
tion. The soil should be dry and stony and on a slope, and, i f  possible, 
should contain lim e. The exposure should be favorable for receiving the sun  
in w inter, especially in severe clim ates ; but where there are no frosty w ind s, 
the O live can be planted in any aspect.
There should be no other cultivation in a plantation o f O lives ; except 
occasionally, in order to remove the grass and loosen the soil, a green crop 
such as lupins or beans is sown, for the purpose o f being ploughed in as 
manure.
T he O live tree should be planted in holes five feet every way, and th irty  
feet from tree to tree, which are planted quiucuux fashion, thus :—
, , , , , so as to adm it o f the m ost perfect adm ission o f sun and
air.
• • * • A t least tw ice a-ycar, the land should be w orked w ith
, , . . . the hoe for three feet around the tree, w hich process
should every second year be preceded b y , a m anuring. 
B y thus applying the m anure, it is covered from the sun, 
....................................... and the m oisture can penetrate to the roots o f the tree.
E very  third year, the O live tree m ust be pruned by  
an expert person, so that the plant may not be injured— only dry barren 
branches should be cut away. The art o f  pruning the O live tree is d if licu lt; 
and therefore more easily  taught by practice than theoretically.
C uttings from any part o f the O live tree w ill grow and becom e trees. 
H ow ever, we first form a nursery o f  plants, either from fruit sown in well- 
cultivated soil, or by taking ofi* the uovoU from the superficial roots o f  other  
trees. These latter when replanted m ore rapidly becom e trees ; but to
extract the uovoll when w e work the ground around the tree, requires the
practised hand o f an in telligen t person, in order that the tree, w hich should  
0 0  at least ten years old, m ay not be injured.
The trees should be trained to one stem  to the h eigh t o f  at least seven  
to ten feet, before allow ing it to m ake branches ; because th e  fruit m ust 
not be exposed to the reverberated heat o f  th e earth by  the rays o f the sun, 
or to  the miasiyuUa o f the soil. In  the first case, the fruit would ripen too  
rapidly ; and, in the second, w ould get spoiled before m aturity. B y  th is  
system , the tree becom es strong, and able to resist the wind, w hile it also 
fruits w ith m ore vigor. On the other hand, by allow ing suckers and low  
branches to grow unrestrained, the plant becom es enervated, and the sap 
produces only  wood and leaves.
G enerally speaking, the O live tree produces ahnndantli/ only in alternate  
years ; and the fruit m ust be gathered (by hand) by ascending the tree, or 
by beating the tree w ith  rods w ithout breaking any young branches which  
w ould produce fruit the next year. A  practised person should be present at 
the harvesting o f the fruit, in order to see that the trees are not dam aged. 
The fruit m ust be carried to a store, and kept for a few  days before extracting  
the oil, that it m ay be purified from aqueous m oisture, and its m aturity be 
com pleted by natural ferm entation ; but strong and prolonged chem ical fer­
m entation m ust be avoided, because it imparts to  the oil a bad flavor. The 
O lives are afterwards ground, and pressed for the extraction  o f the oil, which
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can be taken icithout w a t e r f r e s h  water, and with//o^ 7ca/c;% according  
to  the quality o f  oil desired ; but o f  th is m atter T shall speak another tim e, 
i f  necessary.
To manure the O live in those soils which are deficient in lime, sulphur, 
and soda, a strong animal manure m ust be used ; and the best o f all manures 
are those o f sheep, pigeons, or poultry, or soot and ashes, m ixed w ith horse- 
dung ; or refuse fat, or scraps o f leather in urine, m ixed w ith  stockyard  
manure. To m ature this manure, a tank should be sunk, cem ented so as to  
hold urine and water, into w hich should be put all the substances above- 
m entioned, and let all ferm ent together. E very tw o or three m onths, the  
ferm entation could be increased by turning over the contents. W hen  it is a 
year old, apply it to the trees, turning it qu ick ly underground w ith  the hoe. 
so that the m oisture can penetrate to the roots o f  the tree, and evaporation  
be prevented.
The short space o f  a letter does not adm it o f  full exp lanations; but 1 
hope 1 have made m y se lf sufliciently understood, alw ays begging you  to 
rem ember that m y acquaintance w ith your language is im perfect. M y ser­
vices are alw ays at the disposal o f your Society ; and 1 can inform you, that 
next m onth I  am expecting from Ita ly  several kinds o f O live trees, and fruits 
and vines o f different species, which I intend testing on land o f  my own.
* * * * * * *
Yours respectfully,
EUGEiNMO E IC C l.
Lewis A. Bernays, fCsquire.
A f lP E X D I X  I I I .  (See page 25.)
JRxtract from letter from the lion , Samuel Davenport, dated Adelaide, 23;v/
Map, 1872.
The seedlings now sent will be readily budded or grafted underground. 
A fter having grown two years with you, or even three, and from a strong  
stock, which, by that tim e, should have formed, you would in tw o years more 
have a well-shaped tree. The truncheons sent you  in Septem ber next, should  
have sprouted w ithin nine or ten m onths after being bedded, and over the 
next year the grow th is rapid, till (as w ith  me) a two or three year old 
truncheon shoot becomes a tree four to six feet high, w ith an inch or two 
inch diam eter stem , according to kind, and can readily give grafts and buds 
for a large amount o f seedlings.
I here graft seedlings o f five or six years old w ith easy success, only this 
is not so good as grafting on two or three year old plants, if  for no other 
cause than that the volum e o f sap in the larger older plant is too excessive  
for a graft, and consequently you are subsequently^ troubled w ith liaving to 
rub off num erous bark shoots and root suckers pushed out by the old tree.
The grafting I find best is underground, to be heaped up after binding  
air and water tigh t w ith unbleached calico strip, drawn through m ixed m utton  
fat and beeswax and then cooled, so that two eyes o f the graft only remain 
above the ground.
W ith  us the dry heat o f d irect su n ’s rays will peel off the bark o f the  
old plant below the graft i f  exposed above ground, and only the graft, if  any\ 
on tlie shady side will survive. The sty le  o f grafting is crown. The graft is 
cut slantingly from beneath a bud, and so as not to leave any ragged or torn
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edge, and then at once inserted in a slit o f  the bark o f  the old wood, one lip  
o f  the slit com ing to the side o f  graft, the other on its bark, so that it will all 
bind over closely w ithout vacuum  in the connecting points p f the sap vessels  
o f the tw o woods.
F or grafts I have used tw o-year-old  w ood, and w orked towards the end  
o f  J u ly , w hich seem s to suit in our clim ate.
A P P E N D I X  IV . (See page 38.)
H xtract from Dr. Thomson.^ The Land and The IBook'."
L abor  of  t h e  O l i v e .
This tree requires but little  labor or care o f  any kind, and, i f  long  
neglected , will revive again when th e ground is dug or ploughed, and begin  
afresh to y ie ld  as before. V ineyards forsaken die out alm ost im m ediately ; 
and m ulberry orchards neglected  run rapidly to ruin ; but not so the O live. 
I saw the desolate hills o f Jebel-el-A lah , above A ntioch, covered w ith  these  
groves, although no one had paid attention  to them  for h a lf a century. I f  
the O live bore every year, its value w ould be in ca lcu lab le; but, like  
m ost other trees, it  y ields only every other year. E ven  w ith this deduction, 
it is the m ost valuable species o f  property in the country. L arge trees, in a 
good season, w ill y ie ld  from ten  to fifteen gallons o f  oil, and an acre o f them  
g ives a crop worth at least one hundred dollars. N o  wonder it is so h igh ly  
prized.
I ts U s e f u l n e s s .
The value o f  th is tree is enhanced by the fact that its fruit is ind ispen­
sable for the comfort, and even existence o f  the mass o f  the com m unity. 
T he B iblical references to th is m atter are not at all exaggerated. The berry, 
pickled, forms the general relish to the farm ers’ dry bread. l i e  goes forth  
to  his work in the field at early dawn, or sets out on a journey, w ith  no other 
provision than O lives wrapped up in a quantity  o f  \\\s paper-like  loaves; and 
w ith this he is contented. Then alm ost every kind o f  dish is cooked in oil, 
and w ithout it the good wife is u tterly  confounded ; and when the oil fails, 
the lamp in the dw elling o f the poor expires. M oreover, the entire supply o f  
soap in th is country is from the produce o f the O live. H abakkuk, therefore, 
gives a very strik ing attestation  o f his faith in God when he says, “ A lthough  
“ the labor of the O live should fail, y e t I  will reioice in the Lord, I  w ill joy in 
“ the G od o f m y salvation .”
G a t h e r i n g  of  t h e  O l i v e .
Isaiah refers to i\\o (fathering o f  the O live thus : “ V e t g leaning grape^ 
“ shall be in it, as the shaking o f an O live tree ; two or three berries in the  
“ top of the upperm ost boughs, four or five in the outerm ost fruitful branches 
“ thereof. H ave you  noticed the circum stances alluded to by the prophet r* 
A ery o f t e n ; and it is the language o f fam iliar acquaintance w ith the subject. 
A s you m ay never have an opportunity to watch the process, I w ill describe  
it as it occurs in such places as H asbeiya, where I  have studied it to best 
advantage. E arly  in autumn the berries begin to drop o f them selves, or are 
shaken off by the w ind. T hey are allowed to remain under the trees for 
som e tim e, guarded by the watchm an o f  the tow n— a very fam iliar Biblical 
character. Then a proclam ation is m ade by the Governor that all who have 
trees go out and pick w hat is fallen. Previous to th is, not even the owners
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are allowed to gather O lives in the groves. This proclamation is repeated  
once or tw ice, according to the season. In  N ovem ber comes the general and 
final sum m ons, w hich sends forth all H asb eija . N o  O lives are now safe 
unless the ow ner looks after them , for the w atchm en are rem oved, and the 
orchards are alive with m en, wom en, and children. I t  is a merry time, and 
the laugh and song echo far and wide.
S h a k i n g  of  t h e  O l i v e .
E veryw here the people are in the trees, “ shaking ” them  w ith all their  
m ight, to bring down the fruit. This is what the prophet had in mind. The 
effbrt is to m ake a clear sweep o f all the crop ; but, in spite o f shaking and 
boating there is always a gleaning left —“ tw o or three berries in the top o f  
“ the upperm ost boughs, four or live in the outerm ost fruitful branches.” 
These are afterwards gleaned up by the very poor, who have no trees o f their 
o w n ; and by industry th ey  gather enough to keep a lamp in their habitation  
during the dism al niglits o f  winter, and to cook their m ess o f pottage and 
bitter herbs. I  have often seen these m iserable outcasts gleaning among the  
groves, and shivering in w inter’s biting cold. In  fact, the “ shaking ot the 
O live ” is the severest operation in Syrian husbandry, particularly in such 
m ountainous regions as ila sb e iy a . W hen  the proclam ation goes torth to  
“ shake,” there can be no postponement,. The rainy season has already set 
in, the trees are dripping w ith the last shower, or bow ing under a load o f  
m oist snow ; but shake, shake you m ust, drenching you rself and those below  
in an artificial storm o f rain, snow, and O lives. N o  m atter how piercing the  
wind, how biting the frost, th is work m ust go on from early dawn to dark 
n igh t; and then the w eary laborer m ust carry on his aching back a heavy  
load o f dripping berries, tw o or three m iles up the m ountain, to his home. 
To com preliend the necessity  o f all th is, you  m ust rem ember that the O live  
groves are in common— not owned in common, but planted on the same general 
tract o f land, and are w ithout fences, w alls, or hedges o f any kind, m ingled  
together like trees in a natural forest. This tree belongs to “ Zeid, ’ that to  
“ A beid ,” as they say, and so on through the whole plantation. Such at least, 
is the case w ith the groves we are describing. This vast orchard ot Shw oifat, 
through which we have been riding for the last hour, has a thousand owners, 
and in “ shaking t im e ” e v er y o n e  m ust look sharply after his own, or he 
loses all. There is an utter confounding o f the weinn and inum in the  
general conscience o f O live gatherers.
O l iv e  P lants  k o u n d  t h e  T ahl k .
To what particular circum stance does David refer in the 128th j^salm, 
where he says, “ T hy children shall be like O live plants round about thy table ? 
hollow me into the grove and I  will shew you  what may have suggested the 
comparison. H ere we have h it upon a beautiful illustration. This aged and 
decayed tree is surrounded, as you see, by several young and thrit’ty shoots, 
which spring from the root o f the venerable parent. They seem to uphold, 
protect, and embrace it. W e may even fancy that they now bear that load 
o f fruit which would otherw ise be demanded o f the feeble parent. Thus do 
good and affectionate children gather round the table ot the righteous. Itach 
contributes som ething to the com m onw ealth  and welfare o f the whole— a 
beautiful sight, with which may God refresh the eyes o f every' friend of m ine.
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A P P E > 'D IX  T . (See page 34.)
1.— Acre, o f  shape 220 feet long hy Y^^^feei wide.
D educting dray road (12 feet w ide), we lia re—
Area to be planted =  171 feet w ide by 196 feet long,
w hich will adm it o f  10 rows, w ith  11 trees in each row, 16 feet apart,
8 0 
,, ,, o ,, b ,, ., 30 ,,
)) j> 1 )» 1 jj 'h) ,,
the fractional parts o f the spaces being adjacent in each case to  the dray road.
2 .— Acre, o f  shape ^Cyi feet long hy 165 feet wide.
D educting  dray road (12 feet w ide), we have—
Area to be planted =  111 feet w ide by 210 feet long, 
w hich win adm it o f  8 rows, w ith  11 trees in each row, 16 feet apart.
6 „ 11 „ „ 20
"1 M Z » )> 30 „
3 „ 5 ,, „ 40
the fractional parts o f the spaces being adjacent in each case to the dray road,
3.— Acre, o f  shape 330 fee t  long hy 1 3 2 wide.
D educting dray road (12 feet w ide), we have—
Area to be planted =  108 feet w ide by 306 feet long, 
which w ill adm it o f  6 rows, w ith  18 trees in each row, 16 feet apart,
}> 1 •> 1*1 ,, ,, 20 ,,
» »  » »  3 , ,  9 ,, , ,  30 4 ,
>)
ff
40
th e  fractional parts o f th e  spaces being in each case adjacent to the dray road 
C ollecting the above resu lts, w e have the follow ing table :—
D istance ap art. Acre, 220 x 198. Acre, 2frl x 165. Acre, 330 x 132.
1 6  feet .......................... 1 1 0  trees required 112 trees required 1 0 8  trees required
20 „  ................ 72 „  „  1 6 6  „ 5 6  „
3 0  y y  • • •  • •• 3 0  „  , , ^ 6  „ 2 7  „
4 0  , , 1 6  „  „  ^^  jj )> 1 4  )) ),
W e m ay form a second table by exclud in g all consideration o f  the frac­
tional spaces adjacent to the dray road, and sim ply calculating how  m any  
tim es the area required for each tree is contained in the available areas of 
acres o f each o f the preceding forms. A  table so calculated is as follows :—
Acre of form.
A vailable 
a rea  in 
S(;nare feet.
Trees 16 feet 
ap art.
Trees 20 feet 
ap a rt.
Trees 30 feet 
ap a rt.
Trees 40 feet 
ap art.
feet feet ' Trees required . Trees required . Trees m iiiired . Trees required.
220x 198 ... 34,104 133 85 38 21
2 6 4 x 1 6 5  ... 33,840 132 85 37 21
330 x 132 ... 33,048 129 83 37 21
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IN D E X  TO lELL'STEATIONS.
(The author is much indebted to M r. Thomas M cLeod, one o f the
m asters o f the Brisbane Grammar School, for the excellent manner in which
the drawings were prepared for the stone.)
P late A .— The O live.— A  branch shew ing the fruit and flowers.
P late  B .— “ .Knaiirs” or E m bryo B uds. To illustrate the “ U o v o li” o f the  
O live tree. (See page 29.)
P late  C.— Labor-saving im plem ents for keeping the surface o f the soil open  
and clean.— H aynsw orth’s Garden C ultivator, an American  
patent.
P late  D . — H oe for keeping down the weeds between the rows o f trees.
P late  E .— O live M ill and B uild ing at Corfu, from sketch made on the spot 
in 1SG3. (Keproduced from a Paper on the cultivation o f  
the O live, read by the H on. Sam uel D avenport before the 
Chamber o f M anufactures, A delaide, South A ustralia, on 
19th Ju ly , 1870.)
P late  F .— Oil Press used in the above M ill. (See Illustration  E .)
P late  G .— Stone O il-M ill, at A lm unecar, Spain.
P late  H .—O il Press, at A lm unecar, Spain.
P late I .— Tin Skim m er, used for skim m ing ofl" the oil from the receiver, 
and pouring into the tinajas at M alaga.
P late  J .— “ Tinajas,” or earthenware jars, used for storing oil at M alaga.
P late  K . — “ Florentine B cceivcr ,” used by the H on . Samuel D avenport, of 
A delaide, South A ustralia. The P eceiver  is built o f slabs o f  
slate cem ented, in the absence o f marble. E ach chamber 
holds 40 gallons. The oil comes from tap c like new honey. 
T he object of the second chamber is that tap c can be left to 
run all n ig h t ; a and b arc draining-off taps. The waste pipe 
is below the level o f the receiver, as the receiver never over­
flows ; out o f this the fruit water (the w aste o f  the press) 
flows, leaving the oil on the top o f the fluid in the receiver 
M r. D avenport is o f  opinion that m uch labor is saved by 
adopting th is structure.
P late L .— One form o f M ill used in Spain.
P late  ]M.— A ncient Oil M ill and Presses. (From  Dr. T hom son’s “ T he  
Land and the B ook .”)
P late  N . — Sieuve’s M ethod o f  extracting O live Oil. From a work pub­
lished in Padova, in 1819. The primary object o f this m ethod  
is to separate the pulp from the kernel of the O lives ; these  
are then pressed by another separate process. P late 2s" 
represents the above m a ch in e; figure 1, as seen front and 
sidew ays ; figure 8, in its perpendicular section,
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A B  and CD  represent the brackets for th e w hole frame to rest 
upon.
E F , G H , IK , L M , the four unrights o f  the structure fastened  
' together, w ith  as m any tie  oeams or cross pieces.
N O , the w indlass intended to raise the crusher, w hen necessary.
N , a wooden w heel to  w hich is attached a rope.
P, a pully  through which the rope passes that holds the crusher 
in suspension.
Q, the end o f the rope to which are fastened the four ends o f the  
crusher.
K S, the crusher as placed in its  f r a m e t h i s  frame consists o f  a 
large piece o f board w ith  grooves cut on the lower side.
S, a wooden peg fixed in the crusher in order to give m otion to  
the valve o f  the m ill-hopper.
B , the catch-peg for w ithdraw ing or setting  the crusher in its 
case.
T, the m ill-hopper into w hich the O lives are placed, and from  
w hence th ey  fall in small num bers at a tim e when the crusher 
is set in m otion.
W V , th e case at the bottom  o f  w hich is a board grooved like that 
o f the crusher.
X , a funnel term inating in a bag, into which the pulp o f the 
fruit falls.
Z, a trough into w hich the oil falls, w hich the crushing had 
caused to ooze out from the cells in which it was contained  
(shut up).
W hen  the bag is full o f pulp it is taken away and another placed  
instead.
a, an axis (shelf board) o f  iron upon w hich the case is balanced.
be, receiver through w hich the kernels are made to fall into  
the trough.
ilf, the trough for receiving the kernels.
P late  O .— The Oil M ill, as represented in P late  O, figure 1, consists o f  a 
good solid circular w all, generally  from 24 to 30 inches in 
height and from 6 to 8 feet in diam eter. T h is structure is 
then covered w ith hard w ell-polished stones (slabs) or thick  
planks o f oak w hen stones are not procurable, and arranged  
in such manner that the edges are more raised than the centre, 
allow ing a fall o f about six inches— as, for exam ple, from  
E  to F ; wherefore, the circle passing in C is lower and more 
depressed.
A m illstone o f  the th ickness o f a foot (more or less), upon a d ia­
m eter o f five feet (more or less), is fastened to a beam, J K, 
which turns on a pivot, 1, in the centre o f circle, in a hole 
bored into the beam, LL, by m eans o f pole, C D , firm ly  
secured in the m ortise, D , o f th at pole, the axis upon w hich  
it has a rotatory m otion.
I t  is only necessary to glance at the figure to understand the  
m echanism  o f th is m ill. A  horse tied to the axle, C, turns 
the beam, and w ith  it the m illstone, w hich, turning on itse lf, 
naturally crushes by its w eight everything% that is put in its 
w ay. A  man appointed to it, w ith a spade shoves as much
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ns possible all the stu ff under the m illstone, so that it should  
only be em ptied slow ly through the action o f the m illstone, 
and principally on  the lower side, or in E .
It is o f  the utm ost importance, in building a m ill o f the kind, 
to choose for the beds large hard stones well cem ented  
together, and for the m illstone one heavy and hard. G ranite  
is the best kind o f stone for the purpose, but it is often  
beyond the reach o f m any on account o f the great expense 
o f  having it m ade or on account o f its heavy freight. JN^ ext 
in quality  are red marbles ; ordinary building stones, bricks 
and woods, are o f no use, for they wear out too soon, and 
absorb, also, a considerable quantity o f oil, w hich is not only  
lost, but, by its gettin g  rancid, com m unicates to  the oil m ade  
afterwards the leaven o f rancidity that prevents it from  
keeping.
The w hole surface o f th is structure, as well as the m illstone and 
the basis o f the beams, ought to be washed w ith  warm water  
every tim e th ey  are put in m otion ; and if  they  have not 
been w orked for some tim e, it is better, before using them , 
to rub them  over, so as to take away any rancid oil that 
m ight have secreted itse lf w ith in  the crevices.
As we have said already, the proportions o f the m ill can vary 
accordingly ; but it is necessary, in all cases, that the shaft, 
C D , should be at the same height as the horse’s chest, for if  
the beam should bo too low the horse would be soon tired, 
and if  too high the m illstone w ould be lifted  up too often, 
and answer im perfectly its office. On the whole, it is better  
to m ake the horse turn rather at a slow than at a quick p a c e : 
but too slow  a walk has also its inconveniences, i f  we only  
take into consideration the loss o f  tim e. A few d ays’ ex ­
perience w ill teach more than a whole volum e o f  good  
advice.
The mill represented in figure 2 is constructed on quite different 
principles. The part A is also a w all, but the higher portion  
o f it, instead of being on the incline, is o f  the shape o f a 
circular trough. In  this trough, J<1E, which is o f  the depth  
o f about six or eight inches, is the m illstone, 13B, to the axis 
o f which are attached tw o little chains at the points LL, and 
behind which is tied a rake or “ servant,” II. This rake or 
servant, which is curved or bent like a sem i-circle one way, 
and like the shape o f the trough on the other, brings back 
towards the m iddle o f the trough the husks that, through  
the m ovem ent o f the m illstone, m ight stick to the sides. I t  
spares hand labor.
W h en  animals are m ade to turn the m ill, it is well to bandage 
their eyes to prevent giddiness.
H orses and m ules are made to turn the m ills, but oxen are pre­
ferred by some people on account of their steady pace.
I t  is not reasonable to work a horse for more than two hours at 
once ; six hours’ work is enough for any horse, although it is 
nothing unusual to see them  overworked.
I t  is, besides, so very easy to increase the velocity o f the m ill 
w ithout tiring the horse. There m ight be a little  more ou t­
lay at the beginning, but it w ill amply with tim e, as it w ill 
spare horseflesh. To obtain the result required, it is neces-
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sary to  erect a large b e a m ; at the point K  a round block  
w ith spindles is attached, and, at a d istance o f  aboutTsix 
or e igh t feet, on a granite pedestal, another beam  parallel 
to  the first one. O pposite, and at a corresponding height, 
secured to  th is beam , is a large cog-w heel. T he horse  
turns th is la st beam , and w ill, as a natural consequence, 
m ake the m illstone turn quicker, for the larger the w heel 
and th e sm aller th e other block opposite, the m ore evolutions  
w ill be perform ed by the sm aller beam ; so that i f  the block
had only  ten  spindles, and th e w heel a hundred cogs, the
m ill would perform ten  evolutions w hile the horse goes round  
once. I f  the loca lity  did not allow  a d istan ce o f  six  or eight 
feet to  be put betw een  the w all and th e beam  turned b y  the  
horse, it could be rem edied b y  p u ttin g  hi n either above (in 
a h igher story), or below  in another com partm ent. (See  
figure 3, w hich design  (vertical) shew s th is  kind o f m ill.)
l^LATE r . — I f  w ater power be at hand it w ould be w ise to m ake use o f  it,
as it spares horse flesh, and also because the work can go on
w ithout interruption. O ne can vary the construction  o f the  
w heel, as all depends on the force o f  the w ater power, and th e  
height o f  its fall. In  p late P , figure I , is represented  one o f  
th ese  m ills, supposed to be put into m otion by a weak fall o f  
water, but from  a good heigh t. 'W atercourse A puts in 
m otion w heel B , w hich , by m eans o f  the axis CC, and the  
perpendicular and horizontal cogs D D  and E E , turns'beam  
F F , and con seq uen tly  th e  m illstone G G  attached to the  
beam . T he princip les o f  construction in tliis mill differ in 
no w ay from the tw o former ones.
The cider m ills in B ritany and N orm andy differ from th e form er 
ones, for pears and apples do not require th e sam e am ount 
o f  pressure as o il-g iv ing  seeds, as the nuts o f  the O live. 
Figure 2, in ])late P , g ives an idea o f  it.
A A, circular trough. B , rake or servant th at brings back the  
fruit under th e m illstone. CC, little  partitions for the  
different varieties o f  apples or pears. D , m illstone. E, axis 
o f the m illstone. F , traces for th e horse. L , guide, or a 
long ligh t pole tied to the inner side o f  the horse’s m outh, in 
order to keep him  at the right distance from the m ill.
The D u tch  m ills are considered to be the m ost perfect o f  all.
P late  Q . — B ep resen ts th e apparatus for refining th e  oil, and the instrum ents  
used for the purpose. T here is'no scale in the figure, as the  
dim ensions of th is kind o f  mill can vary according to m eans.
w ooden or leaden tube to lead th e  w ater into the press.
B .— A bung stopper, throu gh w hich one lets the w ater into the  
press.
h'.— A tank m ade o f  stone or o f  wood, o f  the b est m aterial possible, 
and b u ilt w ith in  and above o f  solid m ason w ork . A t the bottom  
o f  th is tank is a m illstone w ith  a hole in the m iddle o f  it.
D .— A  Juirdwood beam, generally  o f  oak ; it is held in a vertical 
position by a cross beam F , it afterw ards goes through the  
wall CC, and through the opening m ade a s /a r  as I I .  In  this 
opening is a w heel attached to th e beam ' K  is the p ivot it 
turns upon,
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B .— Is  a piece o f  hardwood o f  box or green oak, about nearly the  
diam eter o f  the base o f  the m illstone, and joined w ith  the 
low er beam with the aid o f  strong spikes or screws.
G .— The m illstone. It is generally  about live or six inches in 
th ick ness, and four or live feet in height. The w eightier  
this perpendicular m ill is, the better the husks are crushed ; 
and it is from the greater division o f the particles that depends 
m ore or less the prolit to be made by th is kind o f  m ill. I t  
has tw o m otions, one inside on the beam, and the other on 
beam D , and consequently on it. I t  ought to be o f  granite ; 
but in certain localities people are ob liged  to use common 
m arble.
J [ .— B ase o f  the beam shod w ith  iron, revolving in an iron, or, 
what is still better, a bronze pedestal.
I I .— An opening made in the w all, large enough for the horizontal 
w heel K K , w hich is put in m otion by the fall o f  the w ater  
com ing from the canal M .
K K .— H orizontal w heel provided w ith  small palettes or cogs, 
against which the w ater strikes w ith force, and to which it 
com m unicates tlie  m otion. T hese small pa lettes ought to be 
cut in the shape o f a spoon, in order to ofler the w ater a 
greater resistance.
L L .— The above-m entioned little  troughs or palettes.
M M .— Canal that carries the w ater towards the w heel K K . 
The quickness o f  rotation o f w heel K , as w ell as naturally o f  
beam D , and the m illstone C, depend on the volum e o f water 
com ing from canal M M . I t  is not advisable to allow the  
m otion to be too rapid, for w e m ust give the m illstone tim e  
to crush th e husks and extract from them  the o i l ; for, if  it 
passed too rapidly over this paste, a part o f  the oil already  
squeezed out would be re-absorbed, and the aim would be 
incom plete.
2s N .— Canal o f  escape, beginn ing at the surface o f the water on 
the press C. T he rem ainder o f the parenchym a o f  the skin of  
the fruit floating on the top o f  tlie w ater, as w ell as the other  
little  particles o f  oil that arc dragged along by the motion o f  
the m illstone, come into this canal, w hich is constructed in 
zigzag, in order to prevent the w ater from rushing too 
quickly into the reservoir ; also, in order that tliis water  
should not in its fall stir up the dregs th at are at the bottom  
o f th e reservoir opposite tlie m outh o f tlie  canal, it is w ell to 
put a piece o f wood, OO ; it  lielps to break the force o f  tlie  
water.
O O .— B lock o f wood, generally  taken from the stem  o f a tree. 
I t  is generally  fastened at the bottom  o f  the w all, so as to be 
im m ovable.
P .— F irst reservoir or tank, m ade either o f  stone or brickwork. 
I t  has to be the largest o f  all, and is generally  ten feet in 
length  by eigh t feet in breadth. I t  is also as well to have 
also a roof over, to prevent any filth from falling into it. 
The roof is not in the plan, but it is easy to fancy one.
Q .— I f  the water was allowed to flow above the reservoir, it would  
carry along w ith it oleaginous particles and the rem ainder o f  
the nusks that float on the top. To avoid this real loss, there
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is made a valre Q , that can be opened or shut at one’s w ill, 
and leads from the m iddle part o f the reservoir by the pipe 
RE.
R _ P i p e  leading from tub P to tub S , w here the w ater in flowing  
encounters a block o f  wood sim ilar to the one described in 
the other reservoir.
S .— A nother basin sim ilar to the tirst, but in this one the water  
flows d irectly  into the th ird basin T, and th is one into the  
fourth, X . The com m unication o f these three last basins is 
at the centre, as is seen in Y . One could, if  th ought proper, 
even add another reservoir.
Z .— The same valve lets escape the water in A and in Z , by l i f t ­
ing it more or less. I t  is only lifted  w hen one w ants to 
clean it out.
T he w ater th at flows from the upper part o f the basin CC is.on ly  
charged w ith the rem nants o f  the fruits, and a little  oil, and 
also some little  particles detached from the kernel o f  the  
fruit, know n under the nam e o f black crust ; the other parts 
o f the kernel do not com e to the top, but remain at the  
bottom  o f  th e basin. B u t as they  (the remainder) m ight, 
and do really retain little  bits o f fruit, it is necessary not to 
lose these particles ; to th is purpose a hole is m ade in the 
wall at the bottom  o f the tow er, th at com m unicates by hole 2 
w ith wall 3, and com es out into canal X o . 4, th at carries the  
water and the rest o f the fruit, known under the name o f  
w hite crust, into basin 5, w hich basin is also provided like 
the other ones w ith  a valve, 6. Basins 7 and 8 are filled also 
in the same w ay, and also as m any other ones as one w ished  
to build.
The last basins give, as a rule, very little  oil, it is t r u e ; but as it 
is no outlay to gather even th is sm all quantity, th is little  is 
a net profit.
Such is the shape o f the m i l l ; let us see how it has to be w orked. 
T he husks o f the O lives, after having been crushed in the  
ordinary m ill, are spread on the floor o f  the refining m ill, to  
be taken from there into the vats. W h en  there is a sufiicient 
quantity  in the vat, the m ill is set in m otion for a quarter o f  
an hour, so that the crust (husk) is crushed another tim e. 
A fter th is stopper B is opened to let in som e water, and the  
w heel is made to turn again. The force o f the w ater rushing  
rapidly, and that o f the m ill, serve to dissolve more com ­
p letely  th e busks ; m ore water is added to turn the w heel,
‘ and at last all the w ater is le t loose. T he black crust rises  
to  the surface, and the water flowing through canal N  drags 
it  into the different basins P , S, T, X . W h en  it appears 
that the w ater drags no more particles o f black crust, the  
valve X o . 2, at the bottom , is opened, and then the water 
carries o ff the w hite crust into  the basins 5, 7, 8. W h en  
the water o f these black and w hite crusts have arrived into  
their respective basins, or otherw ise w hen the vat is em ptied  
o f w hatever kind o f crust, the valve X o . 2 is shut as w ell the  
cock B , and the vat is replenished w ith husks.
While this operation is going on again, a man placed near the basins, 
armed with a long pme at the extremity of which there is a
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scraper or rake, passes it ligh tly  orer the surface o f the water 
in the basin, and thrusts it into the corners, so that the oil 
and the different other particles o f  the fruit come to the top : 
upon w hich he takes a short-handled perforated ladle, and 
w hat is still better, a hair sieve, w ith  w hich he gathers all that 
is on the surface to throw it into a little  tub or w h at­
ever kind o f  wooden recip ient he m ay have close by. H e  
goes on w ith  th is work till the water o f  the different basins, 
w ith out being agitated , shew s nothing more on its surface; 
upon w hich he carries h is bucket over to the boiler 18, into  
w liich he em pties the contents. This boiler is h a lf full o f  
water, w hich is allow ed to boil until the sm oke is quite w hite  
and th ick ; w hich is a sign th at the water has evaporated  
suflBciently, and that also the paste is th ick enough.
The workm an takes the substance out w ith  a large ladle, and fills 
the baskets, 15; these are put one above the other. This 
done, four m en— tw o placed at both handspikes, which are 
introduced into the opening 16— turn the vice that presses 
the oil into the buckets ready to receive it. W h en  these  
buckets are full, other ones arc put instead, and the first are 
em ptied into earthenw are jars, at the bottom  o f w hich the oil 
deposes a lot o f  sedim ent.
The w hole o f the paste or doughy water is not taken away during 
the operation. I t  is necessary also to leave a certain quantity  
at the bottom  o f  the boiler, in order that the boiler should 
not be burned, and that there should be tim e to fetch some 
w ater from the tubs.
A s soon as the pi ess acts on the baskets, boiling water is sprinkled  
on the outside o f  th ese  baskets. T his water helps to detach  
from the outside those particles o f  oil w hich otherw ise would  
not drop down. T hey flow, w ith  the other oil, then into the  
sam e tubs. The w hole is then put into jars ; and as water is 
heavier than oil, th e  former goes to  the bottom , w hile the  
other floats on th e surface. The w hole is allow ed to rest for 
a few  days, during w hich all the sed im ent, earthy sub­
stances, &c., separate from the oil and go the bottom  o f  tlio 
w ater, and then by m eans o f a small cane, fitted to the jar, 
the cock is opened. The sed im ent is th e first to come out, 
and it is carried over to the boiler to be boiled over a g a in ; 
afterwards com es the w ater. Then, w hen the oil begins to 
shew , the cock is stopped. This oil is put in casks ; but there  
are som e people who put it  again into other jars, w hich opera­
tion  naturally purifies it still more.
L et us go back to th e vats w ith  the different kinds o f crusts.
A fter  having gathered as m uch as possible o f the oleaginous part, 
and the different particles o f fruit, a workm an armed w ith  
another instrum ent, 9, nearly sim ilar to the one used by 
m asons for m ixing sand w ith  lim e to m ake mortar, agitates 
the bottom  o f  the basins, tow ards w here the sedim ent w ith  
the other particles has been precipitated ; then all the  
oleaginous and lig h t particles that float on the top are taken  
away. This operation is repeated often , and when one believes  
that there is nothing more to be taken away from the basins 
P , S, T, X , the valve is opened in the basin X , to allow the  
water and sedim ent to flow aw ay. E ven  th is sedim ent could
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be boiled over again, and would give a little  oil, for even it' 
there were basins for half-a*m ile, even the last would give  
som e particles.
The husks, after having been taken away from the press, are made 
use o f to keep up the fire under the boiler, and the water  
boiling. T hese husks form also an exccellen t kind o f  grease.
As to the w hite crust, or rem ainder o f  the kernels that rem ain in 
the basins 5, 7, 8, t ln ^  have to undergo the same operations 
as the black crust. F inally , the valve is opened ; but, as this 
basin is furnished w ith an iron grate, it is on ly  the water that 
can escape, and the w hite crust remains dry. This crust is 
sold for heating the furnaces, and the profit made w ith  it is 
sutficient to pay the w ages o f  the m en em ployed in the 
refinery.
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A.
A c c l im a t is a t io n  o f P lants, 20.
,, Society  o f Q ueensland, 13, 14.
A cids, Purification by m eans of, 59.
A dulteration o f Oil, 53.
„ P ick led  O lives, 42.
A frica, C ultivation in, 12.
A lgeria, C ultivation in, 12.
A lm unccar, M ill used  at, 49.
A m erica, Southern S tates of, Cultivation in, 12.
Andalusia, O lives of, 38.
,, Say in g  in, about Cordova, 43.
A ntioch , P lantations about, 70.
A ppliances, M achinery and, 45 to 50.
Arab m ethod o f  iMauufacture, 40, 54, 57.
‘ A sh ,’ The, o f  same natural order, 12.
A sp ect, 12, 17, 22.
B.
B ags used for enclosing Pulp in the Press, 49.
Bark, U ses o f the, 39.
Barlee, The R on . F . P ., Colonial Secretary o f W e st A ustralia, 54. 
B eating, G athering by, 37, 68. «
B oothby, M r. W . 1C, Sherifl" o f  South A ustralia, 67.
B uild ings, M ill, 48.
B utter, O live O il a substitute for, 17, 42.
C.
C a k e , O il, or M arc, 43, 62.
Cairncross, M r. W m ., 14.
Capital, Sm all, required for Oil m aking, 45. . . ..
Castile Soap, 43.
C attle, O ilcake as food for, 43, 62. '
Caustic Soda, Purification by means of, 60.
Chamber of M anufactures, Adelaide, 18.
Chili, Cultivation in, 12.
Cisterns for Settlem ent, 57, 58.
Clay Soils, 22.
C lim ate, 12, 13, 14, 17, 18.
Cloth, M anufacture of, U se  o f O il in, 42, 43.
Cogan’s Process o f Purification, 59.
Color o f Oil, 53.
„ the O live, 36.
Compost heap, 32.
Cookery, U se  o f O il in, 17, 42, 52, 70.
Cordova, U se  o f O il in, 43.
Corfu, Cultivation in, 12. i"'F
11.
Cream, O live Oil a substitute for, 42.
Crushing, 61 to 53.
Cultivation, 30 to 35.
,, betw een the Trees, 30, 31.
C uttings o f the Branches, 23.
„ B oot, 23.
C uttings. (See also “ Truncheons.")
D.
D a v e .v p o b t , The H on. S ., o f South Australia, 8, 18, 43, 48. 
D epth o f Soil, 30.
D istance apart, 19, 28, 34, 70.
Drainage, 22, 25, 26, 30.
Duncan, M r. W . A ., 24.
E.
E g y p t , Cultivation in, 12, 14.
E laine, 44.
Em bryo Buds, 29.
“ E n fer"  E eservoirs, 55.
Experim ental ground for Seedlings, 25.
E xtraction o f the Oil, 51 to 56.
F.
F a t , Olive Oil a substitute for, 17.
Ferm entation o f Fruit, 38, 47, 48, 51, 52.
Flavor o f  O il, 53.
Flowers o f the O live, 11.
Food for Cattle, Oilcake as, 43.
,, U se  o f O lives and Oil for, 39, 42.
France, Cultivation in, 12.
French O lives in bottle, 42.
Frost, E ffect of, 12.
Fruit o f the O live, J1.
„ K eeping qualities of, 17.
Fuel, U se  o f O ilcake as, 43.
G.
G a l l i p o l i , Storing Oil at, 56, 57, 58.
G athering. (See “ H arvesting.")
G eelong, Tw eed Factory of, 43.
G leaning O lives, 69.
G rafting, 25, 26, 28, 66, 69.
Green soiling, 31.
G rowth, Slow, modified by Cultivation, 17.
H.
H a b it a t , N atural, 12.
H and-gathering, 37, 67.
H arvest, D uration of, 38.
H arvesting, 34, 36, 51, 52, 68.
H eigh t o f the O live, 11.
H oles, D epth  of, 30.
H on g K ong, Cultivation in, 12.
H©t Air, Purification by means of, 57, 69.
111.
I.
I m p l e m e n t s , 3 1 ,  4 5 ,  4 9 .
‘ Infernal K egions, O il o f th e ,’ 55.
Italian Proverbs founded on the O live, 15, 1C.
Ita ly , Cultivation in, 12.
J.
J a r s , Stone, used for Storing, 48, 50.
K.
K e r n e l s , Oil from the, 51.
Knaurs, or E m bryo Buds, 29.
L.
LiBOR o f the O live, 70.
“ Land and the B ook,” Beferences to the, 4C, 54, 70. 
Lard, O live Oil a substitute for, 17,
Layers, 23.
L eaves, 11, 39.
L ighting Purposes, U se o f Oil for, 43.
‘ L ilac ’ o f same natural order, 12.
Lime, Presence of, in Soil beneficial, 21.
,, U se  of, for preserving Fruit, 41.
L ongevity o f the Olive, 13, 15.
Lubricator, O live Oil as a, 16, 43.
L ye, O bject o f  Im m ersion o f F ruit in, 41.
M.
M a c a r t h u r , Sir W m ., 17, 20.
M achinery and A ppliances, 45 to 50.
M alaga, H u ge Stone Jars used in, 48.
M anufacture, 51 to 56.
M anure, O ilcake used as, 43.
M anuring, 21, 27, 31, 32, 67, 69.
M arc, or O ilcake, 43.
M argarine, 44.
M aturity, T est of, 38.
M ill not necessary for each Grower, 17.
,, various Form s of, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49.
M illstones, D escription  of, 47.
M odel Farm s, 64.
M odels o f M achinery, &c., in M useum s, 65.
M oisture o f Soil, 22.
,, continued, during Flow ering, E ffect of, 35. 
M orning Sun, 22.
M orocco, Cultivation in, 12.
M ulberry, O live compared with, 13.
M ulching, 22, 33.
N.
N e g l e c t , E ffect of, not irreparable, 13.
N u t-ga lls , Purification by means of, 57.
IT.
0 .
O i l , in what part o f the Fruit found, 12.
Oilcake, 43, 02. '
Oil, Extraction of, 51 to 50.
,, E se  of, for lighting, 43.
„ ,, „ lubricating, 43.
,, ,, ,, Soap m aking, 43.
,, ,, in Cookery, 17, 42, 52.
„ ,, ,, M anufacture o f Cloth. 42, 43.
„  ^ „ „ Surgery, 43.
Olea Europsea, 11.
OleacecPj ^ atural order o f the Olive, 11.
Oleine, 41.
“ O live Plants about thy Table," supposed origin o f saying, 71. 
O live, the Common, Description, H abitat, &c., 11.
Orange, O live compared with the, 17.
P.
P alm itine , 44.
Perm anency, 15, 10.
Picholiues, 19, It), 41, 42.
Pickles, Eae o f O lives as, 39, 4(), 41, 42, 70.
P liny , Appliances in days of, 45.
„ Process o f G rafting described by, 20.
,, Opinion as to Tem perature for Pressing, 53.
Portugal, Cultivation in, 12, 13.
,, M ode o f pickling O lives in, 41.
Press, U se  and various Forms of, 45, 40, 47, 48, 49.
Pressing, Process of, 51 to 50.
‘ Privet ’ o f same natural order, 12.
Propagation by Cuttings, 23.
G rafting, 25, 00, 07, 09.
,, Layers, 23.
,, B oot Cuttings, 23.
,, Seedlings, 24.
,, Suckers, 24.
„ * Truncheons, 20, 27, 28, 09.
,, U ovoli, 29, 08.
Proverbs founded on the O live, 15, 10.
Pruning, 33, 08.
Purification, 50 to OO.
Q.
Q u in cu n x  M ethod o f P lanting, 35, 08.
K
B e c e ip t  for preparing Seeds for Sow ing, 24.
B eceip ts for pickling Fruit, 4t), 41, 42.
B eceiver, Form  of, 48.
B efin ing, 48, 55, 50, 57, 58, 59, OO.
Beservoirs, 55.
B esin , O live, U se  of, 39.
B eturns, 10.
B icci, Dr. Eugenio, L etter from, 08.
V.
E ipeness, T est of, 38.
E ock  Chambers for purifying Oil at G allipoli, 57.
E oot C uttings, 23.
,, AVood, U se  of, 39.
E oots, rarely afleeted by F rost, 12.
S.
S a y i n g s , Popular, w ith reference to the O live, 15, Id.
Schools, Technological, 03. •
Scriptural A llusions, 70, 71.
Sea Air, E flect of, 13.
Seed, Preparation of, for Sow ing, 24.
,, Selection  of, 24.
Seedlings, 19, 24, 25, 26, 66, 68.
Settlem ent, Purification b y  means of, 56. 57, 58, 60.
Shaking, G athering by, 37, 70, 71.
S ilver Cloud, E ffect o f Breeze passing over a Plantation likened to a, 11, 
„ Poplar, 11.
S im m onds’ Opinion as to Clim ate o f  Australia for O lives, 15.
Slow  Growth m odified by Cultivation, 17.
Soap, U se  o f  Oil in m aking, 43, 70.
Soil. 17, 18, 21.
South Australia, Chamber o f M anufactures, Adelaide, 18.
,, C ultivation in, 15, 19.
H arvesting  the O live in, 62.
,, A'alue o f O il, the local Product of, 62.
Spain, Cultivation in, 12, 13.
Spanish Appliances for m aking Oil, 45, 47, 48.
M onks in AVestern Australia, Oil manufactured by, 54.
O lives in B ottle, 42.
A^arieties, 38.
Steam , Purification by means of, 57.
Stearine, 44.
Stem , Clear, proper L ength of, 34, 68.
Storing, 49, 51, 55, 56.
Streets lighted w ith O live O il, 43.
Suckers, 24, 71.
Surgery, U se  o f O live Oil in, 43.
Syria, M ode o f G athering in, 37, 70, 71.
T.
T e c h n o l o g ic a l  Teaching, 63.
Tem perature for G rowing, Suitable, 12.
„ P ressing, 53.
Thenard’s Process o f Purification, 59.
T hom son’s, Dr. AVm., “ Land and the B ook ,” Eeferences to, 46, 54, 70.
‘ Tinajas ’— H u ge Stone J ars—o f Alalaga, 48.
Traditionary A lethods o f  growing and m anufacturing, 49.
Transplanting, 27.
Trencliing, 30.
Truncheons, Propagation by, 26, 27, 28, 69.
Turkey, Cultivation in, 12.
T w eed Factory o f G eelong, 43.
T w eeds, U se  o f  Oil in M anufacture of, 42, 43,
yy
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VI.
U.
U ovoL i, 29, 08.
U ses, 13, 17, 39, 52, 70.
V.
VARIETIES, 18, 19.
V ine, O live compared with, 13.
V irgin  Oil, 53.
W.
W a t e r i n g , 2 2 ,  2 7 .
W estern  Australia, Oil m aking in, 54. 
W ester ly  A spect unsuited, 22.
W ood, 39.
W oollen  M anufactures, U se o f Oil in, 42, 43.
Y.
Y ie l d  and Value, 13, 01, 02, 70.
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